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.Helping Overcome Learner Dropouts

(A secondary guidance project to maintain enrollment of potential

dropouts by increasing attendance,.self-esteem, and academic success)

Joan Stoker, Project Director (408-728-6246)
Pajero Valley Unified School District
340 Lincoln Street

Watsonville, California 95076

Student population: High School (Grades 9t12)

The Program: HOLD is a prescriptive counseling program for.the secondary

school. Increases in self-esteem, academic success, and attendance help
.

maintain enrollment of identified potential dropouts. Target students

are identified using a list. of 21 predictive, characteristics. Strategies

to change unsuccessful behaviors include: peer counseling, attendance

monitoring, parent counseling, and claSSroom guidance. The classroom
k

counselor coordinates the efforts of parents, peers, teachers and community

members to help students develop and implement their own success objers.tives.

Manuals with complete lesson plans and support information are available

for classroom guidance and for peer counseling.

The Results: The primary focUs was to "hold" potential dropouts. After

three years 72% of the target potential dropouts were enrolled in the

district high schools while only 22% of the comparison students Caere still

enrolled (Chi Square = 81.42; sig. .beyond .001). All seven' student per-

formance objectives were met or exceeded in year thiee. These included:

(1) Attendance: More than half of the chronic truants (20 or more days

absent preceding year) had no unexcused absences in year three (N = 64; 34

attended; 30 some unexcused absences. Comparison student N = 33; 2

attended 30 some unexcused absences.). (2) Units or credits earned: 45

targ tudents with less than 20 units per student increased to 794 total

units in the fall of 1978 from 479 units in the fall of 1977. Gain was

.66%.. Comparison students.gained only 5%.
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PEER COUNSELING TRAINING MANUAL

INTRODUCTION

This manual is designed for counselors and teach,rs who want to
train high school students to help each other. The Peer Counseling
training program described in this book was developed as, part of Project
HOLD, an ESEA Title 1V-C dropout prevention program. H.O.L.D., (Helping
Overcome Learner DrOpouts) was implemented as a three year research
project to improve attendance, increase academic achievement, raise
self-esteem and therefore maintain enrollment of 250 target students at
Watsonville High Schaal in the Pajaro Valley Unified School District in
Watsonville, California.

One,af the successful strategies was training peer counselors who
worked with target students to increase their interest in school. Al-
though peer counseling has been used for many years, the HOLD peer
counseling program is innovative because peer counselors are trained to
help target students achieve specific goals they have set for themselves. ,
For example, if a HOLD student sets an objective.to improve attendance,
that student'S assigned peer counselor will support and monitor his/her
progress toward reaching that goal. This type of structured approach
is effective, and the peer counseling impact can be more easily measured
and communicated to school staff, parents,' and students than a general
"personal growth model". We also discovered that peer counselors them-
selves experienced greater personal satisfaction when helping target
students reach specific goals.

The HOLD peer tounselilw training manual is divided intoetwo
sections. Section I is designed'to help students develop basic peer
counseling skills; Section II contains uaits which teach ways of using
skills effectivelrin the school Setting.- Some of the activities have
been drawn from a variety of*existing peer counseling materials: Others

.,have been developed. and field testes with student's in the peer counsel-
ing training classes at Watsonville High School. Those who use this
manual are encouraged to tailor skill's and activities to fit the needs
and interests of their particular student groups and schools.

Acknowledgements

The'following are recognized for their contributions to this manual:

Dr. Barbara Varenhorst of the Palo Alto Unified School
District for her permission to use and modify portions
of her peer.counseling training materials;

Janet Stephens I;oerr, consultant for the U.S. Office of
Education, Region VIII Drug Abuse Prevention Center
(Awareness House), who provided extensive technical
assistance;

Christina rloyd for her creation of the graphics and thalght-
ful editorial comments.

And finally, deep gratitude is expressed to peer counseling students
and staff at. Watsonville High School who have validated our belief in
the beauty and power of people helping people, and for whom this manual
is written.

Maggie Phillips
HOLD Psychologist'
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SECTION ONE: DEVELOPING PEER COUNSELING SKILLS.

An Introduction

The purpose of this section is to teach students hot to develop
basic counseling skills and attitudes. These skills are presented in

individual units: active listening, effective message sending, self-
awareness, helping skills, values clarification, decision-making, and

starting and ending a helping relationship. Teaching units are directed,

toward the teacher or counselor who will. be leading peer counseling
training sessions. Student-oriented materials are provided in the form

of worksheets which may be duplicated and handed directly to students.

Each unit contains a list of specific skills to be taught in the
unit, teaching activities fer each skill with estimated time allotments,
suggesting' discussion questions, and a NOTE TO LEADER section which
covers special issues that often arise in training sessions. Further

help can be found in the annotated bibliography of resources in the
appendix section."

Before beginning section I,, leaders should read through the entire
.manual to become aware of the organization and sequencing of skills.
If at all possible, leaders should4also have participated in inservice
sessions specifically designed to train adults to lead peer counseling
sessions. This need can be met by arranging for inservice by Project
HOLD staff (408-72873311) through our ESEA Title IV-C dissemili, ion

grant. Other types of inservice can be provided by nearby colleges or
universities and summer extenqion programs.

Developing Positive Student Attitudes

Although the overall teaching goal for Section I is to teach
basic counseling skills to beginning peer counseling students, an
equally important training goal is to develop positive attitudes toward
helping others. This can only be accomplished if the peer counseling
.leader has established an atmosphere where students have learned
respect themselves and each other. This will not happen unless the
leader models A positive attitude toward others and toward all inter-
actions with others. Peer counseling leaders must NOT allow students
to put down other students or themselves.

In addition, the leader must establish clear ground rules about
confidentiality so that peer counseling students learn that they are
NOT to Share or discuss what happens during training sessions with,
their friends or family members. Without guidelines for confidentiality,
peer counseling students' will, not feel safe about sharing with each
other in a positive way and will not be able to model confidentiality
When helping other students later on.

Adults who teach peer counseling must also be willing to encourage
students to initiate interactions with other students who may need their
help. any times, peer counselors are hesitant about reaching out to
others. This quality can be encouraged even in the first session so
that while students are learning, counseling skills presented in Section
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they arc also developing an awarenesa of situations where their Skills
can be used in the schbol community.

14
Recruitment and Organizational Considerations

Peer counseling at Watsonville High School is organized as a
regular elective class'open to students in grades 10, 11, and 12. Within
this format, classes meet daily and are taught by credentialed classroom
teachers who have special interests and/or training, in counseling.
Peer counseling teachers are assisted by guidance counselors, interns
from nearby undergraduate and Traduate prograMs, and'by volunteers from
various community apencies Peer counseling training materials can be
adapted to other organizational models such as after-school, eveninp,
or summer programs.

We found, initially, that the ?most effective way of recruiting pros-
pective peer counselors was to contact teachors of elective classesin
social studies and health-related areas to arrange informational talks
to their students. Recommendations were,,alsorequested from guidance
counselors and student activities and student government'advisors. As
the program developed we discovered that peer counselOrs are often the
best recruiters.' Leaders can help prepaxe volunteers to give sample
demonstrations and talks in various classroofns before students begin
.registration far new classes.

Regardless of how students are recruited for peer counseling train-
ing, there are several qualities which need to be considered in identi-
fying, students who will become successful peer counselors. First, the
peen counselor should be responsible. We have found that a peer
counselor does not need to be a top or even above:-average student;
students with attendance problems or inconsistent academic achievement
patterns, however, are 'risky candidates. Second, per counseling students
should be sensitive to the needs of others and .demolISItate a strong
desire to learn to help other'people. Third, peer counselors must be
open to expanding their own self-awareness. This will inl)olve their
willingness to take risks in training groups of other students. If these
three criteria are missing, we have found that participating students
may drop out before completing the training crass, may resist training
activities by withdrawing or disrupting, and most likely will be un-
prepared to work with other studentd.



UNIT ONE: DEVELOPING SOCIAL EASE

SKILLS: Leart4 to make 4et6-intuductiou

Lea/ming to wetcome a neW peuon

Stanting a convekuition with zomeone new

I. Learning to Make Self-Introductions

25 min.

15 min.

1. Have each groUp member state his/her full name and tell
any memories, stories, or feelings connected With it. This
might include any nicknames, whom they were named after,
humorous stories about family members, ethnic/cultural back-
grounds, positive or negative feelings about the use of their
names or'nicknames, etc.

It is helpful for group leaders to begin this exercise
Co provide a model for sharing and also to "break the ice".
If students have difficulty expressing themselves, invite
.other group members to help by asking appropriate questions.

Suggested sample questions for teachers;

What were you called when you were little?
Are you related to anyone famous?
What countries do your family members come from?

2. Have group members share their feelings before and
during this activity.

Suggested sample,questions for teachers:

How did you feel when I said that we would be
sharing our full names with each other?

Did your feelings change as students began to
share. How?

Then ask what students noticed about each other's responses
during the exercise. (If they note that members seemed
"nervous", ask them to pinpoint behaviors that suggested
this--eye contact, posture, tone of voice and volume, etc.)

Ask-whetheK people introduce themselves to strangers in
social situations.

t.

Suggested sample questions for teachers:

How do '-you feel when you are asked to introduce
yourself at parties, etc.?

How do you feel when ethers introduce themselves?
What makes it easy for people to introduce themselves?
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II. Learning'to Welcome a New,Person

[ 20 min. 1. Divide students into groups of 5-6. Tell them they
are to decide among themselves who will pretend to be a

'stranger, what the situation will be that the newcOmer is .

entering, and how they will choose to welcome the stranger.
(They are not to be given more specific instructions since
the exercise is designedto. make students aware of group
interactions as-they work without directidn from the leaderd.)

Once each group has decided who will be the strangers
(they sh8uld be told that there willbb no volunteers),
"stranger's" are asked to leave the room, and the group dis-
cusses what the situation will be and hoW group. members will
welcome them. Group leaders should olverve group process
during this time without giving further suggestions.

Go e, worker tuko ±kat
new parson. IS . .

5

Give karcL ba new
vOcsk r could.. 9TE to know +hem?

20 min.
'.-

2. Once groups have finished welcoMing their "strangers",

I

the large group should be reconvened to share.results, If
the class is large enough for severe, small groups, process
their experiences by setting up" a FISHBOWL. To use this
technique, invite students who role-played "strangers" to
sit in the middle of the room while group members. form a
large outside.pircle and watch without comment. When the
"strangers" areiished sharing, have them move to the



25 min. I

outside of the circle while welcomers from various groups
take turns Sharing reactions in the middle of the circle.

"Strangers" should be asked in the, fishbowl how they
felt at the beginning of the activity (as well as how they
were chosen) and whether these feelings changed at various
points of their welcoming. They may be asked how they were
made to feel welcome and whether they actually.felt comfort-
able in the situation.

Suggested sample questions for teachers:

How did you feel about the way your group chose
the stranger? the role-play situation?

What did you notice about how your group arrived
at decisions about how to welcome the stranger?
Did you agree with what was decided? Do you feel
you did all you could to make the stranger
welcome? Why or why not?

What behaviors did you notice for the stranger?
Yourself? Other group members? (Eye contact,
posture, voice, etc., might be emphasized here.)

3. Once students have processed their reactions., to the
exercise, leaders can encourage them to pick out patterns and
relationships between groups (or group members if the'class
is small).

Suggested sample questions for teachers:

What was similar'about the situations groups chose?
What was different?

What was similar/different about how strangers were
chosen and welcomed?

Finally, students should be encouraged t generalize to
the peer counseling situation and to future e periences they
might have helping people feel welcome.

Suggested sample questions for teachers:

How was this role-play like what'you might
experience as a peer counselor? Are there
new students at this high school who need welcoming?
How can you find them?

What did you learn about what is helpful in making
a newcomer feel welcome or comfortable? What was

.not helpful?

How,would you make a new student feel welcome at
Watsonville High Scholl?

' III. Starting a Conversation with Someone New

Have students choose someone they don't know well in the
class to practice starting a conversation. Introduce the
purpose of the activity as a way of getting to know other
grOup members better and to practice what they have learned

6



Closure

15 min.

about making other people feel comfortable (using eye contact
should be emphasized). Allow five minutes for each member of
the dyad to interview; leaders may want to signal when it is
time for partners to switch roles.

Lead students in a discussion of their experiences.

Suggested sample questions for teachers:

How did you choose your partner? Did anyone wait
to be asked? Were you afraid you might not be
chosen?

Once you started talking with your partner, were
you comfortable? Was your partner comfortable?
How could you tell? (Eye contact, slumped posture,
kicking feet, etc.,--encourage students to describe
specific behaviors.) ,

What kinds of questions did you open with? Did the
types of questions change as you continued talking?
Were you able to find out what you wanted to know?

Were there silences in your conversation? How did
you feel about theth? How do you think your partner
felt?

What did your partner do or say that made it easy
to talk to him/her? What are other ways to make
someone feel relaxed or comfortable? Are there
particular types of questions that are easier to
answer?

What happens when most of a conversation consists of
questions? (Leaders can point out that a barrage
of questions often makes the other person uncomfort-
able.)

How did your partner communicate interest in what
you were saying? (eye contact, head movement,
posture, facial expression, etc.)

What did.you learn from this exercise that will help
you start conversations with strangers? How would
this exercise be like a contact with a student that
you might have as a peer counselor? How would it
be different?

NOTE TO LEADER: It impAtant to ptovide ceo4me
dot 4tudent6 at the end .06 each tnaining
4e6sion. Sevelme taiggeations amouptiate
dot the 6-Oust unit one c166elted below:

1. To reinforce skills presented in this unit, introduce
an appropriate assignment (see Peer Counseling Assignment
Sheet - Appendix) to be completed outside of class and discuss
how it might be approached, how.it will be evaluated, and
when it is due. The assignment for Unit One, for example;
might. be for students to introduce themselves to someone they
don't know and to write a paragraph about the experience:
Begin encouraging students to look for situations around

1 `)
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school Where they can initiate contacts withothers. This
is VERY IMPORTANT!

:2. Also, for the first few sessions in this unit, have
students practice naming group members and close each session
with'a feeling statement from each member,("I'm feeling....").
Students should be encouraged to participate but if someone
appears "stuck", reassure the group that they have permission
to "pass" when they are not ready to participate.

r.

- .

1 -1
-iL
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UNIT T TWO : AN INTRODUCTION TO ACTIVE LISTENING

SKILLS: Identiliying the diiiiienence between "okdinaky"
and "active" tistening

Listing the chakactenistics o active tistening

Pkacticing active tistening in a kote-ptay

NOTE TO LEADER: One way, to stant each 444ion .us to have
each student "check-in". -I-hi/3 invotvez

btielity zhaking how. they have Olt since
the tast,ctass zeiszion_and how they.-ake
lieeting at the moment. Leadeu 4houtd
pakticipate and encotikage the use o lieeting
words. This time 4houtd.aezo be used to
rievipw skitts and activities prom the
puvious seSsion and to Check torLogriess on
out-oli-cta44 azzignments.

100.

I. Identifying the Difference Between "Ordinary" and "Active" Listening

30 min.] 1. .Ask for four. volunteers to act out the two listening

scripts on gages 10 & 11. After the first script is read,'
emphasizing "ordinary", listening patterns, have group members
describe what they heard.

Suggested teacher questions:

What did the listener do?
Was he/she helpful to the. speaker? How?
Do you think the speaker felt Z.heard"? Ask
im/her for feedback;

Next, ask the second pair of volunteers to read script #2
Have group members discuss their reactions.

Suggested teacher questions:

What was different about the listener in this
conversation?

Which listener helped.most? How do you.know?
What .id the second listener do that was more

NOTE TO

effective?
How could you usethis:apProach when you listen to
your friends or family?.

i5

LEADER: Yocrmay wiish to Xerox on ditto cOpie4
the Active Listening Sckiptis on the next
two pag6s 4o4hat ate students-May.liottow
the dialogue: .

a 11A

: 6
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ACTIVE LISTENING SCRIPTS

DIRECTIONS TO STUDENTS:

A:

Two student volunteers are needed to role
play parts "A" and "B" in the lollowing
two scripts. They may read their partsin
front of the room or sit in the center of
a FISHBOWL with the rest of the group in
the outer circle as observers. Students
not reading scripts should listen closely
to the. different types of listening illus-
trated by the two scripts. Be prepared to
discuss how scripts 4 #1 and #2 are different.

SCRIPT #1.

mother is always yelling atme to do more chores around the
house. She expects me to take out the-garbage, mop the
flOors, cook, clean--it never stops."

B: Yeah, that's the way,it is for me. My parents never let up.
Even my little brother gets yelled at."

A: "I'm "really depressed about it. Last night I had a fight with
my mother and we ended up screaming at each other. I ran
out of the room, slammed my -bedroom door and stayed there
the rest of the, night. I feel bad about it but I don't
know what to do . . ."

B: "I have figh 'Ls with my parents all of the-time.. My mother is
never satisfied: Even though sometimes she doesn't even
have to ask me-to do things, shire still upset if the house
isn't vacuumed whenever she decides it should be . . .

You knOw what I-mean?"
1

A: "I guess maybe I should apologize. Maybe it would help if
'apologized to her and gOt things straightened out. But I'm
so angry when I think about all the.times she's blamed me
when it wasn't my fault. I'don't care7.--she can
apologize!"

B: "Maybe you can do what I do sometimes--when I have trouble with
my mother, I .talk to my Dad. He really seems to listen, that
is pless lie's tired. Then he yells at me for disturbing
him. SOmetimes you can't win!"

A:;-- "Boy, I- feel_really terrible. Let's walk downtown; I don't even
want to think about going home: "

1 -

-A. Z),



SCRIPT #2

A: "I can't believe the fight L had with my mother last night.
We really had it out."

B: "You really seem angry this morning."

A: "Boy am I! She was so unreasonable. I had made plans to go
to the movies with my friends days ago . . . and last
night she decided I had to stay home and babysit with my
little brother. It wouldn't be so bad except that I've
stayed home with the little brat every night this week."

B: "You resent her being unfair to you." V

A: "Yes, and I don't know what to do about it. I've thought
about not going home-7runningaway--but I know that
wouldn't solve anything. Maybe I could talk to her but
I'm afraid I'd just have another fib`,''."

3: "It sounds like you'd like to solve the pi but Srpu're-
not sure how to do it."

"Yes, that's exactly right . . . Well, I guess I could talk
to her. She's usually in a good mood on Fridays because
she gets paid-'and has the weekend, to relax. If I can just

L,keep from being so angry

B: "YOu're sure she would listen to you if you could stay calm."

A: "Yeahl' Maybe I could practice what I want to say ahead of
time. That wayif she'started yelling, I'd be prepared.
That might work."

B: "You've decided to practice first so it will go smoother with
her."

A:. "Yeah. I'm feeling better. Let's go downtown and get something
59/eat: Maybe you'd even be willing' to listen to my speech.."1-

B: "Sure, let's go.. .

nn

"ac.klVa It Stanar ord.tharti I (stoler
1 (1

pass I ye. l.teteruz r
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( 15 min. 1

II. Listing the Characteristics of Active Listening

[ 20 min.1

12

1. , Have students generalize from their experience of the'
active listening script to compose a list of characteristics
for a'good listener. Leaders should point out at this time
that 'listening actively involves reflecting back to the
speaker both content (what is being said) as well as feelings
(how the speaker seems to feel about what is being said).

Suggested list: (Use butcher papei and magic markers
to record students' ideas.)

. Put yourself in the other's place to
understand what the person is saying
(content) and how he/she feels.

. Convey understanding and acceptance

by non-verbal behaviors (voice tone,
posture, facial expression, eye contact,
gestures).

Restate-the person's most important
thoughts and feelings.

Do not interrupt, offer advice or
suggestions, ask questions, or bring
up similar feelings and problems from
your own experiences.

2. Stage a demonstration role-play.for active listening.
Have a student volunteer who is willing to share a problem
at school or at home be the speaker. The leader should role-
play the listener to serve as .a model (use script #2 as a
guide): Remember to use effective non-verbal listening
behaviors. After 5' mfnutes-or so of role- playing; stop the
"action" and have students discuss their reactions.

Suggested teacher questions:

First, ask the speaker for feedback:

Was the listener effective? How?
Do you feel that what you said was really'"heard"?
What. made you feel that way?

Next, isk for observations from other group members:

What did you notice about the listener's
non-verbal behaviors?
Where were his/her eyes fOCused?
How else did the listener show attention?
What specific feeling words did the listener use?

(Check.with the speaker -to see if these were
used accurately.)

1
f1 il



III. Practicing Active Listening in a Role-Play

1. 'Have the students break into pairs (dyads). Again,

they should work with partners whom they do not know well.
Have one choose to be the speaker, the other the listener.
At the end of five minutes, the leader should remind them
to switch roles, after asking the speakers to give feedback
t the listeners as to whether they reflected content and
feelings accurately.

After'both members of the dyads have had turns as
both speakers and listeners, reconvene the large group so
that students can share experienceS.

35 min.,

Closure

5710 min.'

Suggested teacher questions:

Which role was easiest? Why?
Was it difficult,as speaker, to express feelings?
What did the-listener do that made it easy for

you to talk?
What gave you trouble as a listener? Was it hard

to. keep from.giving advice or tryingto share
your experiences?

What did you learn about your strengths and weak-
nesses as speaker? as listener?..

What Will you do differently now whdn you listen
to people?

What will you. want to. remember about listening

NOTE. TO LEADER:, U4e the ta4t oti the 5-10 minute's oti each

4e44ion to inttoduce new peen eoun4eting
a44ignments and Aeview pAeviou4 4hitt4.
At .h us paint in the trtaining, teadet6
may aao want to doh son 6eedback about
the 'L teademhip and OA Aeaction4 to
vartiou4 peen. coun4eting &ctivitie4.

Sample Closing: Introduce an outside assignment that
emphasizes.activ'e listening (see appendix). For e4ample,
you may ask students to practice active listening for 10
minutes, writing a summary of the dialogue, or.making a
cassette recording for othets to evaluate.

Suggested teacher questions for closure:

What have you learned so far in peer counseling
about being more at ease with other people?

About active listening?
What are your reactions to the fishbowl exercises?

role plays? the active listening scripts?
How do you feel about the way our training sessions

have-been going? Let's close by having each of
you use a feeling statement: "I'm feeling 7'.
about peer counseling;" or "I'm feeling . .

about the, students in this group."

13



UNIT THREE: USING ACTIVE LISTENING

SKILLS: Lea/ming to datinguah between thought
4tatement6 and ieeting statements

Lating and u6ing lieeting wotds

Leatning to tegect content and 6eceing,6'

Identiiying non-yekbat behaviolt

Obs'eltying non-yekbat behayiot

Using ob4etvation4 oti non-vekbat behaviors
in Ziatening

NOTE TO LEADER: Sessions might begin with the "ieeting
tempetatuie check-in" desutibed in Unit
Two. Leaders" shoutd continue to use
opening time to review pteviou4 4kZeto
and to check on ptogte44 with outside
azsignment4 (these may be chosen ptom the
tilt oti peed coumaing azzignments in
the appendix). Studento 4houtd be invited
to zhate expetience4 negated to theAe
a&signment6.

Learning to Distinguish Between Thought and Feeling Statements

1. In order to help students begin using feeling statements,
\ have the'group members share a positive experience they have
\I-tad in the pagt_ few days. Instructions are that each student
is to relate a positive experience and to include at least
one feeling statement. (Example: Yesterday, I went shopping
with brother . . . I felt happy that my brother And I
could spend time together.) The leader's role is to provide
a model liy,sharing first and subsequently to help identify
and emphasii"e,feeling words made by students.

Next, hand Students copies of the "Thoughts and Feelings"
worksheet on page N.-. Have them identify each statement as
"thought" or "feelingby, writing their choice :(T or F) next
to item number. After ai'l are finished, discuss the reasons
for their choice, and inchlde a brief discussion on how thoughts
differ from feelings (language, used, intensity of emotion, etc.)

II. Listing and Using Feeling Words

30 mii171 1. Have students brainstorm as many feeling words as they
can think of and record them on butcher 'paper at the front
of the room., (Remind them that the purpose of btainstorming
is to generate. as many ideas as possible without taking time
to discuss whether they are "correct" or "appropriate ".)

\
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NAME

THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS EXERCISE

DIRECTIONS TO STUDENTS: Please mark each of the statements below
as a thought (T) or feeling (F).. Remember to
look for specific feeling words expressed
DIRECTLY by the speaker.

1. I wish I could go to the dance with him but he'll never
ask me.

. 2: I Suess I don't know what to say to her. I really
feel confused.

3. Why does my mother always put me down in front of my
friends? Sometimes 7 chink I have no feelings for\her
At all.

4. He's a jerk--the clay he ignores me. I really care
about him and that's why it-hurts.

5. I did a lot of things yesterday .

and then to the movies.
. We went bowling

6. My little brother broke My new'record. I'm so mad I
could kill him!

7. I'm really lonely today. No one seems to understand
me or care that I'm feeling miserable inside.

6. Last.night I mega new boy/girl at a friend's house. Wow!

9. I've really been cutting that class; It's just a waste
of time and that's why I don't go.

10. I'm bummed out about my math class. I guess I'm scared
of failing and that's why I'm Cutting.

. Key *

(paanos '3no patiminq)' d-OT !1-6 !I-8 !(aTcreiasTm '1Cf6u0T) d-L
:(pum) d-9 !I-g :(sling 'aino):. d-t7 :(pasnguop) a-z .:I-T
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. After producing a list of 40 or so words, help.the
group remove those words that are. repetitious cii-"inapprop-:
riate. Post this list.in the front of the room as a
reference for the remaining exercises in this unit.

III. Learning to Reflect Content and Feelings

30 min.( 1. Once students can distinguish between thoughts and
feelings, they will be ready to practice these skills as
active listeners. Review the characteristics of active
listening from the chart constructed by the group in Unit
Two. Then role-play active listening with a student
volunteer. First reflect only content,, restating what
the sneaker has said without including feelings. In
a second role-play emphasize the feelings behind. the
speaker's words, reflecting only minimal content. Role-plays
should be relevant to the class interaction (suggested
examples: A student sharing the fact that he/she has not
maeie time to do peer counseling assignments; a student
sharing feelings about not wanting to participate in the
group) .

After a brief discussion of the importance of reflecting
both content and feelings ask students to choose partners
that they have not worked with before to practice active
listening. Ask them to decide who will start as speaker
(they will switch after five minutes). The assignment:
speakers are to talk about one or more incidents that have
really bothered them lately with their families.' Listeners
are to reflect both content and feeling6 of'the speaker, as
well as following the other "do's" of the active listeners'
chart. After five minutes, call, time and ask the speakers
to give feedback to the listener} about how well they
listened. Listeners may also tell speakers what made it
easy or difficult for them to listen.

After roles have been reversed and feedback given in
dyads, leaders may want to reconvene the large group for'
processing, generalizing and applying.

Suggested teacher questions:

What did you notice abbut reflecting feelinW
Was it easier or harder than reflecting contpt?
Why is it important to include both in active

listening?

IV. Identifying Non-Verbal Behavior

'30 min. 1. Ask students to make a. list of. all the non-verbal
behaviors they can' think of. Record these on a piece of
butcher paper and have students suggest possible messages
conveyed by each behavior '(example: slouching down in
seat -- discomfort, anger; ,yawning--sleepy, bored). Help
students make the connection that non - verbal behaviors

-IT
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120 Min. I

17

provide important clues to how others are feeling. A cautious
interpretation is,needed because the same body behavior may
convey different "head" feelings.

In order to get students to connect their own body
feelings with !'head" feelings, conduct a short roleplay.
Announce this to the class as a short "experiment" in
non-verbal behavior. (Ask one student ahead of time to

, serve as an observer of other students' reactions to the
exercise as the leader attempts to evoke strong feelings.

Suggested role of-the leader: 'I'm really upset with
your behavior in this group. You come in late, talk among
yourselves, and it takes me 15 minutes to get started. None
of you seem to care about school.or this class. You all
seem to care only about having a good time with your friends .

not about what you can learn. I'm really sick of that
actitude and I don't know why I bother to put my time into
helping you learn when it obviously doesn't matter to you .

STOP: Note students' reactions and ask them to
report how their bodies feel at that moment (stomach in
knots, palms sweating, shoulders tight, etc.). How does
that connect with head feelings about the role-play (anger,
annoyance, resentment, etc.)? What do they notice about
other students' non-verbal reactions? Can body feelings be
detected by others? Ask for feedback from student observer.

Debrief btudents by sharing the purpose of the
experiment. Share with them some of your positive observa-
tions about their behavior end what you appreciate about
them.

V. Observing Non - Verbal Behavior

1. Hand, each student a 3x5 card and a pen. Have theft: write

nicknames in the middle of the'cards using descriptive
adjectives matching their "mood of the moment" that'begin
with the same consonant sound as their first, names (Mad
Martha, Dazed David). In the upper right hand corner, they
are to write three or more favorite colors,, three favorite
foods in the upper left hand corner, one thing that,is
embarrassing to them at the left bottom of the card, one
thing they would like to change about themselves at the
right bottom.

Have students tape or pin cards on and then circulate
to read each other's cards (they may make comments and ask
questions). They are also instructed to observe other
students' yerbal and non-verbal reactions to the exercise
and to be aware of their own.

After all students have had a chance to circulate,
reconvene the group and ask them to report their own reactions
and to, process what they observed.

I
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Suggested teacher questions:

What did you notice (not imagine) bout how
other.students felt about the exercise?

What clues did you .have?'
How could information about non-verbal behavior

be helpful to you as a listenerT as a peer
counselor?

VI. Using Observations of Non-Verbal Behavior in Listening

[15-30 min.I

Closure

5-10 min.

Divide the group into triads (groups of three) to
practice active listening. Listeners are to reflect feelings,
content and non-verbal clues ("I notice that you are Capping
your foot right now.")- One person is to serve as the ob-
server to watch both the speaker and listener and to provide

feedbaCk when the role-play is over.

The speaker's are to talk about one aspect (or More) of
themselves that they would like to change (they may use
information from their cards in the previous exercise).

Depending on the interest of the group and time con-
straints, roles may be switched, three times so that every
student plays all roles. Time should. be allowed for the '

observer to give feedback about the interaction, especially
to the listener before roles are changed. Leaders should
circulate to observe triads and facilitate feedback sessions.

After triads have finished the large group can be
reconvened for processing.

Suggested teacher questions:

What dicOyou notice about the listeners in
your group?

Where did they get "stuck"?
Were the obiervers helpful?
What can we say caused problems fOr most listeners

in this class?
What is helpful about active listening?
how can being a good observer help you be helpful

to someone else?
What have you learned about your own non-verbal

behavior today? % r

Leaders should-leave five minutes or so at the end of
each session to explain assignments, givingiopportunities
for students to generate ideas and to explain how they will
approach the assignment. It may also be helpful-to provide
brief sample answers on butcher paper to serve as models
for students who have trouble "getting started". Continue
.ol.have Peer counselors identify sl.tuations where they migbt
use their skills to helpother'students. For example, when
might they want to use active listening skills?

P A./ t)
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UNIT FOUR: SENDING EFFECTIVE MESSAGES

SKILLS: Sending conguent ve/tht. and non-ye/that
messages

Lea/ming to own Aesponsibiaty bon iSeetings
and actions

Using "1" statement's

Sending Weeave messages

NOTE TO LEAVER: Begin this unit by explaining that
4tudent4 witt be changing thei& tecaning
tiocus titom Listening activetv to

sending out messages that atheu wLU
undeutand and tespond to (e ectLve
masa es) . Make sum this s t
m e can beiSote,stanting the 6i/zsi
section.
s

I. Sending Congruent Verbal and Non-Verbal Messaws

0

1. Introduce Virginia Satir's definition of verbal_and
nonverbal m ssages:

Verbal Messages = Words (Head language)
Non-verbal Messages = Facial expression

Body position
iluscle tone
Breathing.tempo
Voice ton,
Eye contact

''(Body language)

Explain that cohtruent messages are sent when verbal

(hea'd)'and non-verbal (body) messages match or agree. Ask
math students to relate, the concept of congruence to con-
gruent triangles (those which have the same properties--
they agree or match). Present the following examples:

"I'm sending a congruent message if I°
tell yot I'm fine (verbal head message)
AND I'm smiling, my head is high, and
^I'm looking straight at you (non-verbal
body message). In this example, my

verbal and non-verbgl messages match.

"What if I tell you I'm fine (verbal)
AND I'm frowni2hg, my head is down, I'm
slumped-over, and I'm looking down and
away from you (non-verbal)? Do you
believe me?. Why? My verbal and non-
verbal messages DO NOT agree. Which
message do you believe and respond to?"

t
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Ask students to identify the 2'conflicting messages
conveyed by the incogruent example below. Demonstrate
the cartoon message:

"I am fine." (head)
"I am not fine," (body)

20 min.

4
Explain that incongruent communication is often confusing

because the person receiving the message must decide whether
to pay attention to the verbal or. the non-verbal message.
Have students volunteer to demonstrate several examples of
congruent and incongruent messagors., Ask them to identify the
conflicting message's in each incongruent example.

2. Read several messages and have students write down on a
sheet of .paper whether each is congruent or incongruent. If
incongruent, ask them to rewrite the incident so that the
message is congruent. Possible examples: -

. You ask Jim how he is and he says
"OK--great.". sits slumped in the
chair with his chin on his chest and
his eyes closed.

YoU ask Maria whether she's going'to
the dance. Her eyes light up, she
leans forward, and exclaims--"Oh yes,
I can't wait. I've even bought a new
dress!"

You ask John how his doctor's appoint-
ment went. He tells you, "It was
fine--no problem!" You notice his
jaw tighten and he looks away from
you.

20



Ask students to share their answers. Go around the
room and ask group members to practice sending congruent
messages conveying different emotions (surprise, anger,
fear, disappointment, excitement, happiness, confusion, etc.).
Have the rest of the group give them feedback about whether
their verbal' and non-verbal messages match.

II. Learning.to On Responsibility for Feelings and Actions

1. Ask students to participate in a guided fantasy (See,
Unit Five for additional information). Suggest that group
members find a comfortable position in their chairs or on
the floor, close their eyes, and take 5 deep breathS from
their diaphragms. Guide them in systematically relaxing
their bodies . . . feet, ankles, calves, thighs, . . . shoul-
ders, neck, face, etc.

Count from 1-10 slowly and tell students that they will
go to a more relaxed "space" inside themselves. Next, ask
them to recall an incident with another person when they
felt confused, misunderstood, or put down. When everyone
has recalled a scene, help them form a clear picture,of the
experience with their eyes still closed.

45 min.

Suggested teacher questions:

What did the. other person look like? What was
the expression on his/her face?, How was he/she
standing, or sitting? What were his/her hands
doing?

How did that person sound? Was his/her voice
loud or soft? Angry? Irritated?

Picture what you looked like. How'did your face
look? What was your body doing?

Remember-how you sounded. Was your voice loud or
soft? What was the tone of your voice?'

Are there any other sounds in the scene? What
were they? Do you remembeirany smells?

Pause for 30 seconds or so to allow Students to hold
the image clearly in their minds. Then ask them how they
felt in the scene:.

How are you feeling inside? Hurt? Angry?
Depressed?

"What's going on in your body? Is your stomach
tight? Is there tension anywhere? Where?
Hold on to your body feelings.

After pausing for 10-15 secon4s, ask students to stay
in them scene while you count from 1 - 5. On 5, they will
return to the room, open their,.eyes,with the scene IreSh
in their experiences.

When all students have opened their, eyes, go around
the room and ask them;; without sharing details of the scene

11:1 p
F.# U
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unless they want tp, WHOSE,FAULT the "bad moment".wad.

After allnroup members have responded, explain that!.
no matter whaEnappened between them and the other persons!,
the '"blame" in the incident was shared,. since both. eople
had control, over how they chose to feel at the time. )If
students have trouble 'relating this concept to their
experiences, ask theme to share. the experience,,and'pofnt
out howlhey.chose ,to feel angry, hurt, frustrated, etc: --N
that the other person.did not make them-feel a certain
way. '

Give a short "rap"-on taking responsibility for
feelings and actions: Explain that at any moment ifitime
We are in charge of our feelings, and though we sometimes
cannot control how we feel, we DO HAVE CONTROL over-how
we express'the fe%lings and what we do:with them (ignore,
act, change, coveup, etc.). , This is .often a'hard con-
cept for all of us to underatand.

. Share seZ421 examples from your experience:

Suppose I'm irritated that Jerry has come_:
to class 15 Minutes late every day this week.
Jerry hasn't MADE me feel angry about'it=-I'm
choosing'to feel that way. I might also feel
concer that something's wrong that causes him
o e late OR I might feel confused because he's

usually responsible and.this.isn't like nim. I

have several choices of emotions I might feel in
this situation, and a choice about how to
respond.

22

Hand out the worksheet on page 23,-"QwEing Responsibility
for eeling Responses". When students have co1pleted their
works eets-, lead a brief d acussion so that they can compare
answe s and review main con eats.

ested teacher tions:

How_ate yoyr'answers in the "possible
).-response" column like those of the rest

of the group? How, are they different?
What is important. to remember about. taking

responsibility for your reactions and
feelings?

How would you explain the cartoon model to
a student you were helping as a peer
counselor?



NAME

OWNING FOR FEELING RESPONSES,

0

DIRECTIONS TO STUDENTS: Look at the cartoon below. The drawings
illustrate how we are responsible for .

what we do with our feelings in any given
* situation. Though it's. hard ,to shift

from first feelings of anger, frustration,
or disappointment, you may learn to express
those feelings in different ways or 'to
substitute another emotion that is less
hurtful to you or others.

23

POSSIBLE RESPONSEA,

Now think about the following inciderits. For
each one, list initial feelings that you might
have. Therk pipk out at .least 3 possible re-
sponses you might make and write them'in the
last column.

Incident Initial Feelings Todgible Responses

1, Your.best friend (a)

has been invited
to a party that (b)

both of you hoped
to attend, and you (c)

weren't asked.

2. You received the high- (a)

est grade in your
math class.. for a big (b)

exam and you spent
very little time (c)

studying.

e)
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III. Using "I" Statements

30-40 min. Begin this skill exercise with two demonstration
role-plays using "I" statements as a means of taking
responsibility'forfeelings. During the first role-play
the leader blames and 'accuses a student (e.g., "You
make me so angry when you . . ."). In the second role-
play, the leader takes responsibility for,feelings in
the given.situation (e.g., "I feel angry when you . . .").

Suggested roleplay situations are those that surface in
glass sessions (e.g., dealing with a student who frequently
comes to classlate'or doesn't turn in assignments, etc.).
Have, students discuss briefly the difference in the two,
role-plays.

Next, have students divide into triads (groups of
three) choosing partners they.have not worked with. They
should decide between them who will be speaker, who"will
listen', and who will observe. Give speakers an index card
on which you have recorded a role-play situation. The
speaker's instructions are to send an "I" message to the
listener while the listeners are to reflect back accurately
the content and feelingS of the speakers' messages.
,Remind speakers to stay with their own feelings rather than
blaming or accusing the other person. Remind listeners to
stick with the speakers' feelings, not to give their own
reactions. Observers are to watch the interaction and give
feedback to both speaker and listener about how closely
they followed assigned roles.

Write the following roles on index cards and hand
out to students:

Suggested role-plays for speakers:

1. A boy/girl that you have been interested in
finally calls and you make a date to go out.
At the last minute your mother asks you to'
babysit while she goes to the hospital to be
with a relative who is suddenly very ill.
Send an effective "I" message about your
frustration:

. Your best friend has been talking to your
boyfriend/girlfriend behind your back. You
feelTleft out and upset. Send an "I" mes-
sage to your friend.



'After triads have completed_the.rolerplaYs and
observers have given their feedback (about ten minutes),
arrange the large group in a fiAbowl (double circle)
"Speakers"should be in the inner circle to discuss their
roles, while "listeners" watch in'the outer circle with
observers.

Discussion questions for speakers:

What was difficult about your role? .

What did you'notiCe about the listeners'
reactions?

Was y9ur'"I" statement effective? Whyor
why.not?

When speakers have processed their reactions to the
exercise, have listeners move into the inner circle.

Suggested teacher questions:

Did you respond as an active listener? Why
or. why not?

What made your role difficult?
What did you notice about the speaker's

reactions?

Invite the Whole group to draw conclusions about the
importance of taking responsibility for feelings (i.e.,
What is likely to happen when people blame and accuse
each other?). Also, have them relate the experience to
peer counseling (How can you take responsibility for your
feelings as a peer counselor?).

IV. Sending Effective Messages

45 min. Leaders may begin this skill by pregenting a short
"rap" on what makes messages effective (most kely to be
heard and understood by those who receive them); Explain
to students that they will combine all of the skills they
have learned previously to be able to send messages
effectively.

Give students copies of the handout on page 26,,
"How to Send Effective Messages", and discUss each step
thoroughly with them.

0
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HOW TO SEND EFFECTIVE MESSAGES

4

1. Begin with an statement to express your
feelings.

It is important for the speaker to own his/
het own feelings about,the person who will receive
the message: e.g., "I am angry when you . . ."

rather than, "You make me angry when you . ." is,
a good one to remember. Remember to include
positive feelings about the person as well as negative
ones. (For example, "I really care about our friend-
ship and that's why I get angry when you . . .")

2. Be congruent with "body" and "head" messages.'

Verbal statements and non-verbal clues sent
by the speaker's body (posture, gestures, tone of
voice, facial expression, etc.) should match. For
example, if you are telling your best friend that
you are angry and you are also smiling or laughing,
the friend will probably receive a "mixed message"
--(you may not be serious, you may be embarrassed,
or you may not be clear about how you feel). He won't
know which message you're sending--the anger or the
smile.

3. Communicate caring and acceptance of the
receiver's feelings and reactions to the message.
Use active listening to respond to the receiver's
reactions. What are other ways of communicating
caring? (facial expression, tone of voice, etc.)

4. Be specific rather than saying "you always .

or "you-never . . ."

Think of situations when it is appropriate and
accurate to use "always" and "never". These words
seldom apply to human behavior and experience other than
scientific phenomena (people always breathe, water never
rains upward, etc.).

5. 'Include want statements about what you want the
other-person to change. Otherwise, the receiver of
the message may.feel trapped, believing Lhey are
powerless to resolve the situation.



Closure
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The information in the handout can be more easily
remembered by the following summary statement:

I feel when you
and I want you to

Write this sentence on the board and provide several-
(examples to serve as models:

Suppose I am angry at my friend Jeff beCause
he was supposed to pick me up to go, to a
,party Saturday and he didn't show np I
ez'ed up at home, that night feeling really

.1 =upset and let down. My effective message
might, be:

'1I felt really angry and disappointed, Jeff,
when yourdidn't pick me up for the party
Saturday night. Next time I want yOu to
call me'if you can't make it."

Have students practice giving effective messages both
orally and In Writing in selected situations. One sugges-
tion is to hemp the group compose effective messages for

Zhe firsttwo role-plays and list them on butcher paper.aS
models. Then have students write out effective messages

for the remaining role-plays and check each other's responses.
Suggested role-plays below can be xeroxed and clipped to '

hand to students.

.

15-10 min.l Make and review homework assignments. Ask peer
counselOrs,what effective messages they would send to a

student client whose goal was to earn higher grades in
science, but who had just cut 5 days of science class.

r.

rA

ROLE-PLAYS:

1. Your sister/brother has borrowed a new pair of
jeans without asking-ind ripped the pocket. Tell
him/her.how you feel:

2. Your little brother/sister told your mother that
you've been buying cigarettes. Your parents have
told you that you can't smoke until you're 18 .

Send an effective message to your brother /sister.

3. A good friend asked you to meet him/her downtown
for lunch. You walked there and waited for 30
minutes. Your friend did not show up. What message
will you give your friend when you see him/her again?



UNIT FIVE: DEVELOPING SELF-AWARENESS

SKILLS: Expanding AceA pekception thkougt
meative aktwokh

Leakning centening and kzeaxation

Wing guided liantazy 60n. ketaxati.on
and giLowth.

NOTE TO LEADER: It ,Z.6 Atungey kecommended that AeZ6-
awakeneAA activitiu be iAchedueed Aqutaray
az paint '06 othek 'peek codnAeeing .naming
activitieA to give AtudentA oppoktunitiez
to .integrate a/Utz and expekienceA and to
expand .their peteeption6 oS themzetveA.
Below ake thkee kindA o 6 activitiez we
have Sound zucceAgwe (keliekenceA bon
Aimitan exekaAez are tiAted).

I. Expanding Self Perception Through Creative Artwork

J. The Self-Box: Ask atudents to bring cardboard, scissors,
glue, and old magazine pictures. The task is to make a 3-
dimensional representation of themselves. Though-a box works
well, the finished product can be arLy shape as long as it has
an inside and an outside. Tell students to make something
that feels right to them.in.terms of size, depth, texture,
color, etc.

50 min.

Further instructions to students:

Cut openings that allow other people to
see inside you. Decide what you keep
inside yourself and what you allow outside
for others. Represent these with pictures
or drawings on your self-box.

When you finish, think about what you've
put in the center, what you chose to keep
hidden from others, what you've left out.
Did you include anything from your past?
Any self-doubts or fears or things you
don't like about yourself? Add them now
if you'd like.

Lead a short group discussion when all students have
completed their boxes.
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150 min.

. Suggested teacher questions:

How did you go about making your self-box?
Did you do. it quickly? Or did you feel
your way slowly?

Were you sure about what you wanted to make?
Or did you spend a long time planning?

Share what you made with other students. (Have
students choose a partner or divide into groups
of' three or four.) Talk about the different
parts of your box and that they mean. If you'd
like,'ask for feedback to see if other's see you
the same way you see yourself.

(Reference for Sell-Box: Margaret FringsAeyes, The
Inward Journey: Art as Therapy for You, Celestial

' Arts, 1974.)

2. Self-Portraits: Supply markers or crayons and butcher
paper. Ask students to draw themselves as they are right
now. When this drawing is completed, ask them to draw a
second sketch representing what they'd like to be '(either now
or five years from now). The third task is to draw or repre-
sent what's stopping them from being what they'd like to be.

Give no other specific drawing instructions. If students
have difficulty with the assignment, ask them to explore
,reasons for this.

Allow 10.- 20 minutes for students to share their artwork
in large or small groups.

II. Learning Centering and Relaxation

NOTE TO. LEADER: Centeking Lo an'excaeent way to hap
4tudento Oats on the pae4ent moment
by emptying paevious tenzionz the
day, hannazing "4catteaed" eneagy, and
moving prom. "head" expertience4 to deepen

teva6.

I25 min. 1. -Standing centered: Give the following instructions to
students:

Find a place to stand that feels comfortable.
Let your eyes close and your body -relax. -Unlock
your knees and relax your legs . . . (pause) .

Relax'your stomach . . . (pause) . . . your chest .

. . (pause) . . . your shoulders . . . Ipause) . . .

your neck. Include other, body parts in your series.

(Pause 15 seconds)

Let your body rock from side to side, shifting your
weight slowly from one side to the other . . . Keep
rocking, gently, slowly, until you find the spot
where you are perfectly balanced and centered,

29



(Pause until everyone is still.)

And now, rock. front and back until yop find
the place,where your weight is right over your
arches, heels and toes sharing your weight
equally.

(Pause until everyone stops.)

Now pretend you have a body inside you that
no one can see . . let it rock side to side
until it becomes centered too . . . then front
to back.

(Pause 10 seconds.)

And now take your mind and imagine letting it
sink down to your center.

(Pause 5 seconds.)

Enjoy. the feelings of being perfectly balanced,
relaxed, and centered, realizing that you can
return to this feeling whenever you want to
feel relaxed and at peace with yOurself.

(Pause 5 seconds.)

And now let your attention come back to the
people around,you. Let your eyes slowly open
as you return, refreshed and alert, to this room.

Have students share their experiences with this exercise.

Reference: Gay Hendricks and Russel Wills, The Centering
Book: Awareness Activities for Children, Parents and
Teachers, Prentice Hall, 1975.

III. Using Guided Tantasy for Relaxation and Growth

NOTE TO LEADER: Some ztudentz may lime netuctant to
paxacipate in guided liantazy activitiez

and may become diztitacti.n0 .to othenz.
Advize you& gtoup that guided liantazy

a way .to expeone expetiencez u4ing an
innen zenze. Studentz WILL NOT be
hypnotized (4ome 4tudent4 liean thi4);
they wite be awake at ate .times and can
nespond .to anything that happenz a/wand
them. They do NOT have .to partticipate
but the nuee 42 that they mite zit
qUietey to attow other 4,tudent4 to have
.theft expetZencez.

Give the following instructions to students:

1. Still Waters Fantasy: Find a comfortable position in
your chair. Feet flat on the floor . . . feel relaxed. Let
your body relax so :oat it feels supported by thechair, and

30 min.

t.i
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45 min.

let your feet rest on the floor. Get in touch with your
breathing and breathe deeply'. . . in . . and out.

(Pause 5 - 10seconds.)

And as you breath: slowly . . . in and out; in . . . and
out . . . picture yourself floating along on a raft on a
lake. Feel the gentle ripples of the water flowing under
you. . . . Feel the water supporting you as you drift
along. See the blue of the water and the sky overhead.
Hear the sound of waves slapping the bottom of your raft
as you gently rock. When thoughts go through your mind,
pretend they are,ripples ou a lake. Let your thoughts be
ripples . . .

(Pause 1 minute.)

Now let your lake be perfectly still . . . Let all the
waves and ripples become ,still and peaceful.

(Pause 25 - 30 seconds.)

Enjoy the feeling of being still and peaceful. Know.you
can return to your lake anytime you want to feel calm
inside. When I count from 10 to 1,. you will open your eyes
feeling alert'and fresh. 10...9...8... coming up slowly,
now....7...6...5...4... begin to listen to the sounds in
this room 3-2...1. Eyes open; feeling relaxed and re-
freshed.

Invite students to share their experiences. _Emphasize
body feelings and changes as well as images visualized. Point
out that each student's experience is unique and that guided
fantasy is a good way to relax as well as to learn more about
themselves.

Reference: Gay Hendricks and Thomas B. Roberts, The
Second Centering Book, Prentice-Hall, 1977.

2. House Fantasy: Find a comfortable position in your chair.
Begin to relax by taking 5 deep breaths slowly and comfortably.
Close your eyes and begin to relax your body. Feel your feet
resting on the floor . . . relax your ankles . . . calves . . .

legs. Now feel your stomach muscles begin to loosen . . .

your chest.muscles . . . your neck . . . your arms . . . your
hands . . the tension in your head dissolve . . your
face muscles relax . . . let your jaw drop as it relaxes.

(Pause 5 - 10 seconds.)

I will count slowly from 1 to 10. When I reach 10 you will'
be even more deeply relaxed than you are right now. 1...2...
3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10... That's right. Allow your-
self to feel just as relaxed as you want to be.

(Pause 5 - 1,0 seconds.)

Now picture yourself in a meadow with the sun shining above
you. Feel yourself walking through the meadow, your feet
making paths on the soft grass. Stop and smell all the smells
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around you. Are there flowers? Can you smell the grass?
Are there any animal smells? Do you'hear any sounds? Birds?
Leaves or grass rustling in the breeze? Give yourself some
time to hold Your pictures, feelings, sounds, and smells
clearly in your mind.. Just enjoy yourself and your time in
the meadow . .

(Pause 1 minute.)

Near the meadoleis a house. Allow yourself to walk over to
it. This house is your house . . . it represents Elu. What
does your house look like? Walk around it and notice its
shape, colors, and all of the parts of the house. Open the
door and walk 'inside. Imagine that inside your house are
different parts of yourself that you would like to get-to
know.

Bring out one part of yourself. Get to know that part in the
meadow. You may want to have a conversation with the part to
get to know it better. Or you may want to feel it, smell it,
or listen to what that part of yourself is saying. Take time
to get acquainted.

(Pause 30 seconds.)

Now it's time to say good-bye to that new part of yourself.
Take a few seconds to let that part of you slip away . . . I

will count slowly from 10 to 1. When I reach one, you will
open your eyes and be back in this room, feeling relaxed and
completely alert.
Eyes open now, feeling refreshed and awake.

Invite students to share their Ocperiences.

Suggested teacher questions:-

What was your fantasy like? How was your
meadow? What did it look like? What smells
did you notice?

What part of yourself did you explore? What ,

was it like to get to know thA part of yourself?
What did you discover?

NOTE TO LEADER: The House Fantasy waz devdoped by one
o6 the peen coumeeing teacheu at
Watzonvitte High Schoo.e. Wen you
have pxacticed Zeading a Ow guided .

6antaziez mitten by otheitz, you may
want to uze yown own ckeativity to
dezign °then zetty-awatenezz ante
zuch as thLs one.
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UNIT six: 'HELPING SKILLS

SKILLS: Lemming behaviou that me e66ecave
heepenz

IdentL6ying the auponsibieities o6 a heepet

LeaAning to give positive 6eedback as a
heepet

Leanning the di66ekence between acceptance
and agneemeiv

Leatning to ask quationz e66ectivety -

I. Learning Behaviors that are Effective for Helpers

1.50 min. Ask students to choose a partner. Between the two,
they are to decide who will be a "builder" and who will be
a "helper". Tell them their task is to build a tower out
of toothpicks without using gum or.glue. Ask builders to
find a space to work and count out 40 toothpicks while helpers
are pulled aside and assigned a helper role. Duplicate
"Helper Roles", page 34, cut into three strips, and go over
all three roles with helpers.

Tell "builders" they have 15 minutes to build,,a toothpick
tower. Helpers are to assist them in building the best
possible tower. Give no other instructions.

Call time after 15 minutes and form a fishbowl (double
circle) with builders in the center first to discuss their
experiences. Helpers watch in the outer circle without
comment.

Suggested teacher questions:

What kind of help did you get in building your
tower?

How did you feel about the help you received:
Was it helpful? Why or why not?

What kind of help would you have liked that you
didn't get?

How do you feel about the finished. tower? Is it

your tower? Why or why not?

After builders have finished discussing their reactions,
have builders move to the outer circle and helpers move to
the middle of the circle. r
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HELPER ROLES

.

The following roles should be xeroxed or dittoed
before the toothpick exercise on page 33. Distribute
them fairly evenly so that, roughly one third of students
who dhoose to be "helperetare.assigned to each helping
role.

HELPER #1: "I'm the expert. I've made towers before and
I know how they Could look. Here, I'll show
you hoW to build, ne. I want to make sure
that you and I bui a better tower than any-
one else." (Helper hould attempt to construct
most of the tower for his/her partner.)

HELPER #2: "I know you can build a good tower. I won't
do it for you--in fact, all,I'm here to do is
to give you support so that you can build the
best tower you can. (Helper should restrict
comments to statements like, "That looks good;".
"You're doing a great job;" or to reflections
(active listening) like, "You're not sure what
to do next . . .")

HELPER 1/3: "I'm not interested in this at all. I really
don't care what, kind:of tower you build. I

really have other things to do. I don't want
to be rude, but.I just don't want to get in-

. volved. I'll watch you work butI won't give
you much support or any suggestions." (Helper

should at indifferent and preoccupied when
1cm.

his/her partner asks for help.)

34
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Suggested teacher questionwfor

How was it for you to help in the role you
were given?

How comfortable were you with the tole? Was
the role like you? How or how not?

How closely did you stm in role? If you
stepped out of role, when and how ?'

What did you notice 'about the ituilders' reactions
to the help?rou were giving?

Next, ask both builders and helpers to compile a list
of behaviors'that were NOT helpful in the'exercise (e.g.,
helpers doing all the work, helpers knocking towers down.
helpers not giving any help, etc.) and a list of behaviors
that WERE helpful (e.g., 4elpers giving builders support.
and suggestions, letting builders initiate ideas, etc.).
Have a student record these on butcher paper.

To close the session, ask students to generalize'from
these behaviors to identify behaviors that will be helpful
in working with other students.

Suggested teacher questions:

What can we say is always true about effective
help?

What will you do differently the, next time you
help someone?

What will you remember about helping as a peer
counselor?

O

II. Identifying Responsibilities of a Helper

50 min.

iJ

As a follow-up to the toothpick exercise, have students
divide into pairs; one is to be the "counselor ", the other
is to be the "client". Counselors are pulled aside and asked
to assume one of three helping roles (See page 36). "Clients"
are asked to assume one of the following roles:

1. You havb just seen a friend cheat on
a test'by copying your paper. You spent
hours studying and you know your friend
went to a party the night before. What
do you do?

2. You have been cutting 9our life science
class for two weeks. You want to go
back to class but are afraid of what the
.teachet' will say.

Give students 5 minutes 'to role-play. Then form a
fishbowl with clients in the center and counselors in the
outer circle. Guide clients in a discussion of their ex-
periences.

4 0



COUNSELOR ROLES /
This page should be xeroxed or%dittoed before

the role-plays on page 37. DisirTibute them evenly so
that one third of students-W110 choose to be H4ounselqrsu
are assigned tweach role.

, 0

COUNSELOR #1: "I'm the ekper17'\I've had.problems like
yours before and I`know exactly how to
handle the situation. After all, I've had

ttraining asc'a lieer counselor. You may
.have some ideas about what you want to do,
and I'll listen, but I still think I have
better.advice to solve- the problem."

courisgLoR #2: "I knOw you can solve your own problem.
Sure,, you're in a bad place right now.

41

I understand that and I want to hear how
You:feel about it (active listening).;
You may feel trapped and confused'and
helpless to do anything about it., I'll
give you.support and I'll hear out your
'feelings-. But I.won't give you advice or
pretend that- r know how to solve the problem.
I will help you cOme-up with some different
choices.."

V

COUNSELOR #3: "So you've got' a problem--that'S to9 bad.
I've got problems of my own right-Sow and

got a headache. I also have a lot_Of
___

things to dO7so I really don't have time
tot, listen to you. I'm- not going to take
you.seriously and I'm not really.interested

helping You. I don't want to-be rude
but after all; you're not one of my best
friends,. sol, really don't Want. to take
time right now to listen."

o
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Suggested teacher questions:

,/ What'kin of-help did you get with your

7 .prob m?

Was e counselor helpful? How or how not?
W there any help youyOuld have liked that

Youdidn'tge0- -23

-

.

How did,you feel at:-the end? . Did yOu feel
that you came .4 with a solution? Why or

- why not?

Then ask counselors to move to the center of the:circle

0

to Share thelr.::axPeriences.

,-- Suggested teacher questions:

What was it like for you to help in your role?
How comfortable were you as counselor?
Did you stay,/in your assigned role?
Do you feel you were helpful? How do you know?

After both groups haVe discussed their reactions, ask
the entire group to make a list of helpful behaviors for
counselors (refer to the lists made in the toothpick exer-
cise, page 33). Then ask them to consider what counselors
are responsible for.

Suggested teacher questions:

dlcounselors responsible for coming up with a
solution to the other person's problem?

What are they (counselors) there to do?

Guide the diScussion so that students realize that
counselors. can BEST help by accepting.the other person,(whether
or not they agree with him/her) and by helping the client
accept responsibility for his/her OWN feelings, actions, and
decisions:

, Ask students to get back into their pairs. Have them
reverse roles so that the counselor now becomes client_and_
vice versa. This time, the counselor.tries to give effective ---
help, based on the guidelines developed after the first role-
play. Clients assume the role not used in the first role-play
(listed above). Call time after 5 minutes and reconvene the
entire group.

-Suggested discussion questions:

How was your experience different from the first
role-play?

Counselors, do you feel you helped your clients?
How or how not? Where did you get "stuck"?

Clients, how was the help for you? Was it effec-
tive? How did you feel at the end of the
role-play?

What will you remember about giving effective help
to other students as a peer counselor?

el14



III Learning to Give Positive Feedback as a Helper

30 min. Suggeft that often we are better at giving negative
feedback than positive feedback. Emphasize that it is
important to learn to watch for good things that other
people say and do, and to show appreciation for positive
actions.

Ask each student to print his/her name at the-top
of an index card. Shuffle the cards and have members
pick a card, not sharing the name with anyone else. .Each
student is to write positive feedback about "sbmething they
have noticed during group interactions for the person
whose name was drawn.

Collect the cards,, shuffle them, and redistribute
them for ether students to write positive feedback.

.-repeXt several times, then return the cards so that students
can red the positive comments other students have written
about them. (This exercise can be repeated often through-
out the peer counseling training.)

Lea students in a brief discussion of ways to use
positive feedback,in helping situations.

Suggested teacher questions:

How does it feel to receive positive feedback
about-yourself?

How can you give positive feedback when you
are helping other students work on goals
they have set for themselves?

What positive feedback could you provide to
a student who has set a goal to improve
attendance but continues to cut classes?

IV. Learning the Difference Between Acceptance and Agreement

[45 min.
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To begin this section, explain to students that it is
sometimes difficult to help someone with a problem if you

,.disagree strongly with his/her point of view. So that
they can experience the difference between acceptance and

agreement;-have_atudentswrite down a list of decisions
that other students could Maket-hat-would-be-very_difilcult
for them to agree with (examples: getting an abortion,
taking hard drugs, pushing drugs, cheating_on_a_test,_run-
fling away from home, etc.).

Ask students to choose partners and exchange lists.
Group members will take turns role-playing; the "client"
assumes a role written on his/her partner's list while
the other student becomes the "counselor" and attempts to
use active listening. (Students may also use questions at
this point, as long as they are door openers, designed only
to produce more information without leading the speaker in
another direction. (Example: How long have you felt that
way?)



After 5 minutes, have students give feedback to,each
other -with clients telling counselors how effective_they--
were and counselors sharing where they were "stuck ". Then
have them reverse roles for another 5 minutes.

When students have played both roles, call together
the entire group and have them share experiences.

Suggested teacher' questions:

How was it for you to Iiisten-tesomeone
who behaves very differently from you?

What was the hardest part of the exercise
for you ?.

What did you learn?

Ask the group to consider how they will react as peer
counselors when students come to them with problems and
they do not agree with their opinions, feelings, or choices.
Guide students to considet-IeVer-di options:

Show that you can ACCEPT other people even
though you can't agree with them; by
really hearing themputting yourself in
their situations, and trying just to
be with them:

Tell them you do not feel you can listen
). to them becasue your own feelings are

too strong about that issue and then
refer'them to another peer counselor,
a school counselor, or an outside agency..

Talk with a peer counseling supervisor
about the best,way to handle the.situ-
4tion..

End your discussion by asking students to consider what
issues they have such strong feelings about that they could
not really listen to objectively. (Record these on butcher'
paper.) Be sure that_studentS_understand that it is VERY
difficult, even after years of practice, to help sor,,,.one

with whom'you-strongly disagree. What is IMPORTANT s that
as peer counselors, they be AWARE OF possible interference

°from their own feelings and deal with that in a responsible
way. -

V. Learning to Ask Questions Effectively
L.

NOTE TO LEADER: Thin 4:4 a veky impontant
peek coun4etou to &ann. Begin by
zuggeAting wayo in which queztion4 ake
miou6ed. You might want to act out
the 4cene pkuented ivi the cattoon
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145 min.]

below to oakk discuzzion.

Open, Closed, Information, Feeling Questions:

Ask a student to volunteer who has a strong interest
..or hobby he /she would be willing to share with the group.
Set the stage by explaining to students that this exercise
will help them to decide which kinds of questions are most
helpful..

Have the group think_of questions they-couldask about
the student volunteer's interest (camping, sports, cooking',
etc.). The rules are that the volunteer does not answer
the questions, but only states'whether the queStion would
be interesting to answer.

. .

Ask a student recorder to write all questions on the
board under two column headings, "Interesting" and "Unin-
teresting". After 5'minutes or.so, close the questions and
ask the,volunteer to "star" three questions that appear the
most interesting.' When the volunteer has answered these ques-
tions, invite the group to decide what made those particular
questions interesting.,, What usually happens is that the
interesting questions are open-ended__(require-more-than a
yes-no or one-word answer) and feeling-level (asks for more
than information, facts, etc.).

Give a short "rap" on these types of questions:

A cloged question has a simple, usually
one-word answer.

__An_operi question, on the other hand, allows
the speaker to describe, expand, and
express many things. For example:

CLOSER: Do you like to cook? How
long have you cooked?

OPEN: Why do you like to cook? What
was one of your most unique
diShes?

.7'
Lt.).,
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Informational questions askonly for -facts ---
or other specific information.

Feelinglevel questions give the other person
a chance to give more personal answers.
For example:

INFORMATION: What kind of tennis racquet
do you use?

FEELING: How do you feel wheh you lose
a match? How do you feel"

about staying in shape? What's,
the best part of the game?

O

Divide students into pairs and ask them to interview
each other about a hobby or interest. Give each pair 5
pennies _( other_kinds_ol_tokens_can also_beused). Students
are to take turns interviewing each other:. the questioner
must give up one penny each time4he/she asks an informational
or a closed question. In addition, the interviewee haS the
right to "pass" on boring questions.

Have interviewers record the total number of questions
they asked and how many times their partners pass. At the
end of 5 minutes, or when the money Is spent, have students
add up the numbers of each type of question asked and the
total number of "passes". Then'have partners switch roles.

When students have playcd both roles, reconvene the
group and ask participants to share their scores.

Suggested teacher questions:

Which kind of 'question was easier'to ask?
Which kind produced the best information?
When should closed or informational questions

be used?
If you want to get to know a person as soon

as possible, which kinds of questions
are best?

Which kinds of questions will you want to use
as a peer counselor?

Close this section by asking each student to write down
a list of questions (include all 4 types) they would want
to ask in a counseling session:

--If someone were upset about failing English .. . .

the. client wanted to run away from home . . .

--lfthe client's bestfriendhadbeenhurt in'
a car wreck . .



[25 min. 2. How vs. WhyQuestions:

-Tell-students-that_in_this_exercise they will be
experimenting with two types of open /feeling leV-617
questions, how and why. They will also be using active
listehing skills.

Divide students arbitrarily into pairs (students
should be working with each other on a rotating basis to
prevent the formation of cliques). Ask dyads to decide
who will play counselor and who will be the client. Pull
the clients aside and give them special instructions:

Teacher instructions to "clients":

Clients will tell'their peer counselors that
they are failing first period phys. ed. class
because they. rarely come, or if they do come,
they're late.

As long as the counselor uses "why" questions,
they are to stick to this story: If the
counselor used "how do you feel" questions,
however, they may talk about the "real"
problem, which is that their mother is in
the-hospital for several weeks,.and they
have to fix breakfast and get younger brothers
and sisters off to school. They stay up
late at night doing household chores after
cooking dinner and being in school all day.
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Have clients begin the role-play with their partners.
After about 5 minutes, stop the action and assemble the whole
group. Have counselors share their experiences first.

Suggested teacher questions:

How did you feel you did as a counselor? Did
you find out all you wanted to about the

. problem?
Where, if anywhere, did you get stuck?
Did you use active listening?
What kinds of questions did you ask?

Then ask clients fot their reactions:

. How many of you discussed youi "read" p_r6lem2
How was it for you in your role?
How did you feel when you were asked "how"

questions? "why" questions?

. Glose7the-exere ise-by-expladmIng-that-askIng-1-why"
questionS often leads to '"dead-end",answers like "I don't
know," or "I'm Apt sure." Asking"HoW is it for you when..."
or "How did you feel when . . ." makes it._easie to share
feelings instead of becOming defensive.



Closure

5-10 min.
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Suggested teacher questions:

What have you learned about questions in this
unit?

7Mbat_will you remember to do when using questions
_as peer counselors? _..__._

Focus hoMework assignments and closing discussion
on how students can give effective help to other students
in various school situations.



UNIT SEVEN: VALUES CLARIFICATION

SKILLS: Learning how vaeueo di66ek 6Aom intekebts

Identiying paSonat values

Expeniencing group values

Learning how tattled a6liect decisions

Lecaning how to heep othera ctani6y vatted

I. Learning How Values Are Different from Interests

15 mn. Ask, students what is meant by the word value in the
sentence, "Vicky.says she values good grades but she's
been cutting' all of her classes for two weeks." The
group should arrive at a workable definition quickly.

.

(Example: Values are things that are important to me;
they are what I prize and will work for.)

Choose aninterest that most students have in common- -
listening to music on-stereos'or radio is, a-good one.
Ask, each student individually what he/she gets out of
listening to their favorite music: one may say, "I really Z.

enjoy spacing out;" another may say, "I start feeling good;"
someone elser.may-say, "I enjoy moving to the rhythm and
dancing;" etc.

Point out*that though people share,comMon interests,
those interests represent different values. Ask a student
to explain the difference between an interest and a-value.

II. Identifying Personal Values

( 25 min. I Explain that it is important to identify values that
are the most important in our lives, and that this exercise
will help students identify their most important values.

Hand out copies of the worksheet "Identifying Your
Values" on page 46.

Wheneveryonehas finished, ask each student tfe_taani_
his/her top two choices and record theM on butcher paper
on.the blackboard so students-can'compare answers. Lead
the groUp in a discussion. that will further help them
clarify their personal values.

10
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Suggested teacher questions:

Is` your first choice part of your life now?
If not, hoW much energy do pill pUt into
attaining it?

Would your close friends know that...your #1
choice is the most important? If not, why
not? (Sometimes we say things are important,

--but-OUt-actions-don't reflect_our_values.)

What values do students in this group-have in
.common?

.:Were you affected bye feeling that you "should"
-rank certain values high? (Remind studentS-
that there-are no "right"A:ir "wrong" values
here. what is important is that they
are-clear-about-what-they-value.).

What do your parents value? How do you .think
they would have ranked the 12 values? (Invite
students to share this exercise with their
parents.)

What would you say students at school. seem to
Value? How do you think most of the-student
body would rank the 12 values?

What did you learn, about this exercise that is
lomportant to you personally? As. peer
Aounselor?

45
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lttilgtf
IDENTIFYING YOUR VALUES

DIRECTIONS TO STUDENTS: Number each of the following items-
from 1-12 in order of their, importance
to you. For example, if you value
having good friends as being most
important, place a 1 in the blank beSide
that item. NOTE:- There are no right
or wrong answers.

IMPORT CE ITEMS

Having_one_or_more_good_friends

Having enough spending money to.go to the
movies, buy lunch off-campus, buy records', etc.

.

Getting good grades

Having a boyfriend/girlfriend

Having lots of free time to'spend any way you
choose

Having a good relationship with your parents

Living in a nice home with a color TV, your
own phone, a private bedroom and bath

Growing as a'person by trying to learn new things >

Keeping in good shape physically,.

Having-your-own car

Being helpful to your friends

Being honest with family, friends, and yourself
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III. Experiencing Group Values .(Atomic Bomb Shelter Activity)

E475 min. 1 Ask students to pretend that there has been a nuclear
bomb threat from another country and thaf rlart.: have been
made for a possible attack in the next

Their roles are to serve as members of a Citizens'
Committee formed for the purpose of deciding who will be
given spaces in a nearbyt-shIlter (unfortunately, there
are not enough spaces for everyone).

They will be deciding among 12 applicants; only 6
spaces are available in this particular shelter. _Record
the following descriptions on butcher paper for students
to refer to during the exercise. Ask students to individ-
ually choose 6 applicants whom they would like to receive
spaces in the shelter. They are not to discuss their
choices:

12-year old retarded-child--------

28 year old teacher rumored to be gay

High school senior - female

45 year old Mexican widow; owner of
a restaurant

Hollywood movie star stranded on
the way to San Francisco

40 year old M.D.

Policeman

25 year old Main Street prostitute

19 year old high school,drov-out; a-
"low-rider"

65 year. old priest /
A just married young couple:. neither

will enter the shelter unless they
come as a couple; husband is a
druggist and wife teaches 6th grade

38 year old Portuguese man who works in
the fields to support two young
children and a wife. Wife and children

"are not included because they are down
south/visiting relatives
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After students have ma4-their tndlyidual choices,
divide them into small groups of 3 -4. In small groups, they
are to discuss their individual choices and arrive at a
unanimous geoup decision on the .6 "winners".



, When all groups have reached unanimous decisions on
the 6 people who will receive shelter space, call together
the large group and ask subcommittees for their decisions:
Post these on butcher paper and discuss the choices.

Suggested teacher questions:

What do these choices suggest about your
values as a4group? (youth, profession'ast
people, etc.)

Were there any personal-values from your
individual decisions that were not represented
in group choices? If so, what were they?

What made your decisions difficult? How did.
your group arrive at your decisions?

How are values related to decisions like the
ones you just made?

NOTE TO 'LEADER: Student!) may wioh to ervithi6 activity
by Avee-ptaying vatious appeicdnts_°
who did not teceive unanimous votes and'
pnesent that "cases" .to the committee
(peayed by the nest o the students).,
The commatee comed then hean each caa>
and neconsidet theit choice4', to again
teach a unanimous decision.

IV. Learning How Values Affect Decisions

30 min. I
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Review what was learned in the Atomic Bomb. Shelter
activity about values and decisions. Then ask the students
to write out answers to the worksheet on page-49, "Values
and Decisions."

After everyone has completed the worksheet, ask the
group to share answers and compare choices.

Next, have students name a decision he/she has made that
.day. (Paint out that each person has made many'decisions
from the moment "he /she decided to get up that day.) Record
their_deciaions on butcher paper and have the..group_brainstorm
possible values this decision represents. Examples:

Decisi6n: Deciding not to cut 2nd period
to-go shopping

Values: Staying out of_trouble
campus. supervisors

Paren-tapproviiTor not cutting
Wanting to do well in'classes
Interest in the 2nd'period subject ,

Good feelings about making the
right choice: self-satisfaction'

Have the group check each of their brainstormed values
with the student who made th.,! decision to see which is true.
Using this process as a model, brainstorm values for decisions
Made by other students that day.



16411/Cf
VALUES AND DECISIONS

DIRECTIONS TO STUDENTS: For each of the following examples,
write down what you think that person
values, based on the decisions that
were made.

1. Maria'cs parents dropped her off at the movie theater downtown. She
had told them she was meeting friends and would get a ride home.
Maria'k friends had other ideas: "There's a party at Green Valley
Apartments. Let's go!" Maria said, "Go on without me. I'm going
to stay and watch the movie."

What things does Maria value?
O

2. Jose found out that his close friend Mike was 'hooked on heroin. He
didn't want to tell Mike's parents or turn him in to the polige..
Finally, he decided to visit the counselor at the Drug Abuse Center
on Main Street.

What things does Jose value?

3. Sue didn't have many friends. She spent her weekends riding the
bus to SantaCrurto visit museums, shops on the mall, and to walk
on the boardwalk. She usually looked sloppy, never wore makeup,

\and\wasn't interested in buying new clothes. She wag almqst a
atraight."A" student and planned to go to San. Jose State University:
on a full scholarship.

Wh t things does Sue value?'
,

4. John's grandmother gave him $50 as a gift. She has told him` that
he could spend it-any way he wanted. After thinking for.awhile,
he came up with a\ligt--of possible decisions for spending Money.
What values would each of-'the following possible decisions represent?

A. Taking the family out to,dinnei at an expensive
restaurant in Santa Cruz_and_then-to the boardwalk.

Values:

49

B. Spending the money at the flea market for,,,,,-clothes, parts
for his car 1.ecords, etc. Values: -''', 47,

NN
N .

C. Buying season's tickets to the theater nd several
expensive books. Values:

tJ Y.



7
V. Learning How to Help Others Clarify Values

120 min. 1

30 Min.

1. Explain that this exercise is designed to help students
learn way6 of-helping others clarify their values. Two
skills they haVe already learned, active-listening and
brainstorming (throwing out.a series of ideas without

,evaluation), an be.tombinedto helpiothers clarify What
is important in a,giVen situation.'

Present thethe following steps that students can use as
peer counselors to help. other students clarify values.
Have the group take notes:

1. When the "client" talks about a problem,
use active listening first to help.him/her
express his /her feelings about what is
happening. sure to include feeling
words when you reflect back what you hear
said.

2. Next, begin to listen for what might
be impOrtant to that person If she/he
Says, "What I really want is to run

ay from home," you might say, "It sounds
portant for you to be on your own . . ."

3. If the person you're helping is not clear
on what's important, use questions to
find out:

"How is it important to you to get
another English class?"

OR "What do you get out of spending all
of your free timewith your boy
friend ?".

OR "What's important to you in this Situa-
tion?"

After you've helped the other person verbalize
one or two values in that situation, help
him/her brainstorm several other values:

EX. "It sounds like having more freedom
and being alone are important to
you. I wonder if we can think of
other things together that might
be important . . . Is working out
things with your family also im-
portant?"

2. Divide students into pairs; one is to be "counselor",
the other will play the "client". Ask clients to role-play

_._._a _ situation where they must make a decision, Suggestions:
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Closure

5-10 min.

- Your parents are getting a divorce.
You must decide with which parent you
will live.

- You have just been to the eye doctor
and he has prescribed glasses. You
don't wear them because you're afraid
you'll look silly. You've started having
some bad headacheg. Mist do you do?

Make sure each counselor .has a sheet of paper. Ask
them to talk with their clients and go through the following
steps, taking notes as needed:

1. Use active listening. Write down 3-4
feelings your client has.

2. Write down what yoir client says he/she
values in this situation.

3. Brainstorm other possible values.
Suggest a few things that might be
impoitant.and see if they Write
down 3 -4 other values.

After 5-10 minutes,.ask students to evaluate the pre-
ceding exercise.

Suggested teacher questions:

Did you follow the three steps?
Where did you get stuck?
Were counselors able to use active

listening and brainstorming effectively?

Make sure students understand how values affect decisions
that can result in prqblem behaviors such as cutting, low
grades, "personality" conflicts with teachers, student fight-
ing, or drug abuse.
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UNIT EIGHT: DECISION-MAKING

SKILLS:. :Lea/ming the majors 6tep6 in decision,matang

MainstoAming ate/waives', and pnediaing
outcomes

Leanning how to help otheA4 make decaion6

NOTE TO LEADER: It L6 impontant to underotand that
s. th i6. unit pAuent6 one o6 the most

SIGNIFICANT 4!z ea in peek coun4eLoA
tnaining. Be6ou beginning thi6
unit, pee.a6e 4tudy cate6utey the.
Decision-Making Model on .the ,next
page. Notice that model. combina
6evetae 41zie24 pAe4ented ea ,Len:

identiOing 6 using 6meing woAdz,
active ZiAtening, open-ended quation4,
btainstonAlimg, ptionitizing, and elati6ying
vatua. Expeain to 6tudent4 that decision-

')
making witt help them to integAate many
peels counseling shlel4 and that they
wit, use the decision-making model Ote-
quentty when they hap otheto.

I. Learning the Major Steps in Decision - Making

25 min. 1. Ask students what is involved in making a decision (e.g.,
a person makes a choice from two or more possible choices).
Next, ask the group to consider what people they know make
effective decisions. Lead students in a discussion of the
advantages of making good decisions:

Getting more control over what happens to them
Gaining more satisfaction about life and themselves
Having more personal freedom
Being in control of a situation rather than

being controlled by a situation

Hand out copies of the "Decision-Making Model" on page 53.
Discuss all, eight steps and explain that they will use this
model frequently throught the unit. Suggest that students
keep copies of the entire model in their notebooks for easy
reference, since they will learn the model by breaking it
down into small parts.
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DECISION MAKING MODEL

0

Xerox or ditto and distribute to students before
starting the role-play on page . You may also want
to present this model at the beginning of this unit.

DT.ECTIONS TO STUDENTS: This handout explains 8 steps that peer
counselors may use to help others make
decisions. Discuss all parts of the model
and be sure you understand them before
using these steps in role-play situations.

1. CtalLi6y 6eetings. Use active listening to help the client sort
out feelings in this situation. Write down 4-5 feelings the
client has.

2. IdentiO'the decision. Use open-ended, feeling-level
to find out what the clientJdants to change and where
wants to "end up" after the decision is made.

3. Btainstonm attetnatives. Ask the client what choices
Accept ALL ideas. Suggest others. Write these down.

4. Ceartilig vaLues. Comment on values expressed by the list of alter-
natives. Check these out:

Ex.: It seems important for you to have
a good relationship with your parents.
Is that true?

questions
he/she

he/she has r>`:.

5. Evaluate the aeteAnatives. Weigh pros (good points) and cons
(drawbacks) of each, help the client predict outcomes of each.
Narrow down the list and ask client to prioritize (number in
order of importance).

6. Suppoirt the decision. If the client is ready to make a decision,
support it. If more information is needed, set another time to
get together.

7. Make an action peaks. Help the person decide what must be done 1st,
2nd, 3rd, etc., to carry out the decision. Set time limits if this
is helpful. If there are other people involved, write down their
names.

\

,8. FoLeow-up. Give your client a chance to check back with you on how
the decision is working. If things don't go smoothly, you may have-,

to repeat the process above.
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Explain these steps from the model,' to be used in
making decisions. Write major points on butcher paper ap4
have: students supply information when possible (Ex.: What's
the first thing you do when you're ready to make. a decision?):

.0

1. Identify.the decision. What is the
problem? What do I want to change?
BE SPECIFIC.

2. List all possible alternatives or choices
of action. Brainstorming should be.used
so that all possibilities are considered,
no matter how ridiculous or unworkable,
they seem.

3. Evaluate alternatives by:
Prioritizing--numbering them in order of

importance.
Clarifying values=-Do alternatives fit

your values? What's most important?
Weighing pros and cons -- What's the best

possible outcome of this choice? the .

worst?
Information--Is there any information that
could help yout.qhoose (people to talk
to, past experiences, etc.)?

Choose the best alternative.

4. Make an action plan and follow-up.
What's the first thing you will,do to

carry out your decision?- Whom will.you-
need to see? When will you have your
plan completed?

How did your decision work out? If it.
/didn't go smoothly, y,you may need bgo
/tiback to your other alternatives (step 3)
;'rand make another decision..,

NOTE TO LEADER: Point out that dec.izion-making
4,6 a CIRCULAR pkoce66. We make
deciziom, and, bated on what
happens (outcomes) , a NEW deci&Lon
may need to be made.

decision ouicome



min.
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Ask a student to volunteer with a decisiOn he/she
.must make. Suggest that the decisibn be relatively simple,
since "heavy" conflicts tend to get bogged down and lose
the interest of the rest of the group.

Write on a new sheet of butcher paper the major points
of the steps above in one column while tracing each step
with the student's decision in the other column.. EXAMPLE:

1. Identify the decision. Maria wants to decide whether
to drop U.S. History before
the end ofthe quarter.

2. List alternatiyes. Stay in U.S. History
Try to find. another teacher

and transfer
Get help from an "A"

student
Drop the class and take

study hall /

2. Ask students to practice using these deciSion-making
steps by complet!,ng the worksheet on page 57,' "Decision-
Making Practice." When all students have completed their
individual worksheets, have the group share /their answers.

Suggested teacher questions:

What do you hotice.about the decisions most
students made?

What does this suggest aboUt common values
in the group?

How do you feel about yotar decision?
. Why is it important to predict what may

happen as a result of your decision
(outcomes)?

What will you remember the next time you
make a decision?

II. Brainstorming Alternatives and Predicting Outcomes

I30 min] This section is designed to give students further
practice in using two key parts of decision-making. Explain
that in order to make the best possible decision, it is
necessary to explore ALL possible alternativeS. Present the
following situation:

Your new friend is not welcome at your
house and your parents don't want-you
to go out with him/her because they feel
your friend "hangs out" in the wrong
crowd. What can you do?

GO



Have students brainstorm_alternatives.as_a_grouP.
and record them on butcher paper. Suggest that they make
a-tentative decision. Next,..have the group list possible
sources of information (people to talk to, reading, past
experiences) they could use to discover NEW alternatives
they might not have considered.

Ask the group to imagine new alternatives that might
be uncovered if they consulted those sources. Would they
make a different decision? Why is it important to know
ALL possible options before making a decision?

Repeat this process with another situation:

You are a senior in high school and
have decided you want to go to college
to become a teacher. You have not
taken any college prep courses. What
can you do?

25 min. 2. The second skill students will work on is learning to
predict possible outcomes of decisions they make. Ask
why it is important to dtvelop this skill.

Suggested responses:

It may make risks less "scary".
It will make taking action easier since
you can rehearse outcomes ahead of time.

It will give yod:morecomplete information
. before you make a final decision.
It. will help.you prepare for possible negative

results.
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DECISION MAKING PRACTICE

DIRECTIONS TO STUDENTS: Consider the following situation and
write answers to the questions listed
below.`,

Situation: You are at a party and most of the people there are
older students whom you've always looked up to and
wanted to get to know. The party started late (around
10:00 p.m.) and your curfew time is 11:00 p.m. You're
having a terrific time meeting new'people and your
date is busy talking with his/her friends.' It's 10:45

p.m. What do you do?

1. What are your alternatives in this situation?

ALTERNATIVES: PRO'S CON'S
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2. List your VALUES as indicated by the alternatives you've listed.
What is most important to you in making this decision?

3. What is your DECISION?

What is your action plan? 1st step:

2nd step:

3rd step:

5. What are some outcomes that might happen as a result of your decision?



140 min. 1
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III. Learning How to Help Others Make Decisions

.

1. Invite students to participate in tne tollowing falltasy:.

Pretend this is the year 2000. The govern-
ment has just decided that,young people have been
ruining their lives becauser..,they ,don't know how to
make good decisions. From now on, adults trained
as Decision-Making SPECIALISTS will help teenagers
make better decisions. The specialist will be able
to look into the future, is skillful at looking at
every aspect of decisions, and has taken an oath to
consider each individual's best interests.

You are part of a test group that will work
with a Decision Specialist. First, you must choose
3 decisions you would be willing to turn over to the
specialist to make for you. *Write these down.

(Pause until all have written these down.)

Now you must choose 3 decisions you would not
be willing to give up to the specialist. These are
3 decisions that you want to make entirely by your-
self. Write these down.

When students, have finished their lists, ask them to
share their choices and have a student recorder write them

,

on butcher paper or the blackboard. Then guide discussion
of the results.

Suggested teacher questions:

Was it easier to give away or keep decisions?
Why?

Which decisions are the hardest for you to make?
for your classmates? Why is this true?

',Which were easiest to give up to the specialist?
Why?

How would you feel if you were told that from
now on adults would be making your decisions?
Why is it important to be free to make your

. .own decisions?

What should you remember when helping someone else
make a decision? (Let them make their OWN
decision;, don't push them one way or another.)

What can you do as a peer counselor to help another
persOn make a decision?



45 min...

Closure
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5-10 min.

2. To give students practice in helping others make
decisions, divide students into dyads where one will,
be the counselor and the other will play the client role.
In these dyads, the client will discuss a situation where
he/she must make a decision and,the counselor will follow
the outline on page 57.

Discuss .these steps with the entire class and have all
students take notes. Brief the students who have chosen,
to play client roles in their dyads on the following role-
play:

Your friend Nancy stops you after 2nd
period and says she MUST talk. .to you during

alunch. 'Her eyes are swollen and she tells
you that she had an awful fight with her
parents the night before and may run away
from home after school. You agree to meet
her and then rush off to class. Then you
remember you have already made plans to
meet your boyfriend/girlfriend downtown for
lunch. What do you do?

Allow at least 10-15 minutes for students to role-play.
Then ask them to stop and give each other feedback. Examine
"stuck" points for all students playing counselors in using
the 8 steps above. You may wish to repeat the entire process
with other role-play, ,situations.

Another VERY SUCCESSFUL approach is to invite a student
from outside the class to bring in a decision he/she must
make. The leader then models the counselor role for the
rest of the group, while students observe the leader's use
of the decision-making model and give feedback at the end of
the session. If this technique is used, make sure confiden-
tiality is clearly established for the student observers.

Emphasize to peel counselors that they can be instrumental
in helping other students make more effective decisions-for
themselves. When they accept peer counseling assignments

later on, for example, one of their first responsibIlities
will be to help student clients decide on goals for greater
success in school. Ask peer counselors to identify other
way's they can use their decision-making skills in the school
community. The group may want to use these as outside assign-
ments for this unit.



UNIT NINE: STARTING AND ENDING A HELPING RELATIONSHIP

SKILLS: Leauing .t make initiat contact

Leatning to explain he'hetping not

Leatning to handle 4peciat i64sue6 o6
con4ident4atity, 6oteow-up, rte6earat
and termination

Identi6ying ehoot and eommun4tY nuourtee6

I. Learning to Make Initial Contact

[ 30 min. Ask the group how they form first impressions (e.g.,
How do you experience each person in the room today?). Make
sure all senses (sight, touch, feel, smell) enter the dis-
cussion.

Bring in photograp
teenagers, and adults
Hand each student a pi
to them. Ask them to.
impressions; \

Suggested teacher
1

How would y
picture a

How do you
to you?

magazine pictures of children,'
or P N AHEAD and have students do it).
ture or photograph of someone unknown
tudy.the pictures and form sensory

questions:

u approach the person in the
a helper or peer counselor?

hink the person would react
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Divide students into groups of 4 to share their reactions
to the pictures and the answers to these questions. After 5
minutes, ask .students in each group to take turns identifying
and role-playing situations where they might encounter students
who need help at school. EaCh group is to identify at least
4 situations and to take turns making the initial contact.
Observers for each role-play should give feedback.

Examples:

I'notice you seem to be looking fOr room
numbers. Can I help?

Is anyone sitting here? Can I join you for
lunch?

You look sad today. Is there anything I can
do to help?

Reconvene the entire gro4 and ask them to share the
situations they identified for- giving-help-an-d ways they
found were successful to make the initial contact.



II. Explaining the Helping Role

30 min. Have the group brainstorm concerns they have about
explaining their roles as helpers to other, students in
various situations (tutoring, counseling, etc.). Reco d
these on butcher paper.

Suggested topics:

How to establish trust with another stude

How to explain that you are there to hel
them but NOT to make decisions for th m,
give advice, or do their. schoolwork

How to offer help in a sensitive way so
that students will accept it

)

After this discussion, you may want to give a brief
presentation on ways to explain their roles to other students.
This might include the following: (Record on butcher paper.).

1. Introduce yourself, explain that
you are taking .. the-- peer--counseling

class, and share a little about
yourself'.

2

2. State the kind of help you can
.offer. Be clear on what you are
not, willing to do.

3. Assure the other student that every
thing that is discussed between. you
will be kept confidential and will
not be shared with anyone except the
peer counseling supervisor.

4. Explain how much time or how often
you can work with the student.

5. Try. to find out how the "client" feels
about working with you and what he/
she wants help with.

Have students practice using this framework in role
play situations such as:

1. Meeting a high school student referred
by a guidance counselor for help in
deciding whether to drop's math class.

2. Meeting a student who does not like to
complete written assignments in anEnglish
class Whd-fe you are an aide.

After 5-10 minutes of roleplaying in pairs where one
student plays the counselor and the other is the student
client, reassemble the entire group and discuss experiences.

r
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Suggested teacher questions:

Did the counselors make good contacts?
'What was helpful about the way they presented

themselves? What,was not helpful?
Counselors, how did you feel in your roles?
Where did you have trouble? How do you think
ygur clientslelt about you?

NOTE TO LEAVER: Fon tianthen intionmation, Aqua.
.to Unit Ten: uNetping with Schoot-
Retated Pnobtenm. '

III. Learning to Handle Special Issues

,.

Some of the special issues that students will need to
learn how to handle'(follow-up, referral,' termination, etc.)
are best handled in a brainstorming session with the leader
facilitating and a student recording on butcher paper.

Some trigger questions:

How do I decide how often to seethe person
I'm helping?

How do I arrange to follow"-up on what happens
after our meetings?

What happens if I don't want to work with some-
one who wants to work with me?

What do I do if someone makes fun of me, mis-
behaves, or doesn't cooperate?

What do I do if the person doesn't show up for
a meeting with me?

REFERRAL issues deserve special attention:

What happens if I don'.t feel comfortable' or
'trained/to give the kind of help the student
wants or needs?

MAKE students understand they 'DO NOT.have to deal
with an issue they feel uncertain about handling. These
might include pregnancy, birth control, heavy drug use, and
suicide. Establish a plan of action when this happens:

1. Talk with the peer counseling supervisor
if you feel "over your head."

2. Refer your student to a school counselor.

3. Refer your student client to an approp-
riate Outside_source_(See-Section-IV)-.-
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IV. Identifying School and Community Resources

NOTE TO LEADER: Student4 .trained a4 peen counzetou
4houtd have exten4ive knoweedge o6
both 4chooe and community 4e4ouitee4.

Repu4entative4 6kom the4e anea4
ahoued be invited .to 4peah to the
group about who and where they me
and how .they can hetp. Sahooe gue4t4
might inctude: guidance coun4etou,
job coumeto44, 4ehoot paychotog44t,
4choot nuA4e, etc. Community kepke-
4etati.ve4 tikom your area may include;,
Mowed Parenthood, Youth Setvice4,
Family SeAvice4, Heartbeat Hou6e, Youth
Empeoyment SeAvieea, and .the Parent
Center.

Peek coun4etou may taih .to compile
a ti4t o6 Aeliemat 4eAviee4, inauding
phone numben4 and contact eoun4etot4,
a4 a eta44 project. An exampte o 6 4uch
a ti4t Ls the Hottine Sheet pupaned by
pea counzeeou at WatoonvZete High
Schoot. Lt e.4 £ncluded at the end o6
thiis unit.

45 min.

Closure

5 -10 min.

Ask students to divide into groups of 3-4. Distribute
the 2 handouts, "What Do You Do If You Can't. Handle aProblem?"
(page 64) and the "Hotline Sheet" (pageS 65, 66, 67).

Have each group choose a recorder to write down an action
plan for each of the five students with problems, using the
school and community resources on the "Hotline Sheet."

After 25 minutes, have groups compare answers. Make sure
all students know how to use information on school and community
resources.

As you review the major ideas presented in this unit,
make sure peer counseling students understand that they will
receive adult supervision when starting.or ending a helpir(g
relationship. Emhasize how important it is to recognize limita-
tions when counseling other students and to ask directly for
adult assistance as needed. Homework assignments heregmight
involve opportunities to give and receive help from each other
on schoo-Pfelated problems.



WHAT DO YOU DO IF YOU CAN'T HANDLE A PROBLEM BY YOURSELF?

There may be many times as a peer counselor that you
encounter "loaded" situations which are uncomfortable fo you.
to handle alone. Where do you go for help? Using the "hotline
Sheet" of community and school resources, design a plan of
action for the following situations. Include what steps
you will take to help each of these clients solve their prob-
lems.

A friend calls you around 7:30 one evening. She
is alone in the house and has been depressed about
her boyfriend going out with another girl. She
tells you she's taken some of her mother's pills
(tranquilizers) after drinking two bottles of wine.
She sounds strung out and is talking about "ending
it all."

2. An 8th gtader you tutor is thinking about running
away from home-- Her father is. drinking heavily
and beating up her mother. She's scared and can't
concentrate in'school. She wants some help for
her parents and herself. The family has little money.

3. A girl in one of your classes tells you she thinks
she's pregnant. She's really scared--can't tell
her parents and doesn't want to tell her boyfriend
(She only met him a few weeks ago). She says if
she is pregnant:she'll have,the baby and drop out
of school. (She couldn't face her friends--she's
a straight A student and had planned to, go to college
next year.)

4

4. A 9th grader you are tutoring has not been to his
math class for '2 weeks. He's afraid to go beck
because the teacher put him down for cutting.
If he doesn't pass wLth, he will not earn enough
credits to be a sophomore.
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5. Your client's parents are splitting up. She's con-
fused and hurt and can't decide which parent to live
with for fear of hurting the other. She's willing
to get help in making the decision, and wants to
involve her parents but doesn't know how.



HOT LINE SHEET*

This Hotline Shee lists community organizations that provide
counseling services t teenagers or young adults in Watsonville and
Santa Cruz. If the ounselors at these agencies can't help, they will
refer students to peo wino can. Most have no cost. If there is a
cost, it is a small amount.

1. Alcoholics Anonymous
939 Lincoln Street 24 hour answering service 688-2058
Watsonville' or 2059

Offers people, with drinking problems ways to stay sober and
to help other alcoholics make better lives for themselves.,
Through group sharing and counseling, members of A.A. attemPt
to give strength to one another to overcome the desire to
'drink. Service is also offered to the families -of alcoholics'
through A.A. There is also a group for teenagers with parents
who have a drinking problem. This is Janus Recovery in Santa
Cruz (462-1060).
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2. Crisis.Line for the Parent Center
406 Main Street, Suite 317 24 hour answering service 728-2233
Lettunich Bldg., Watsonville

Answering service line is for people with problems related to
their children, family, or parenting. Counseling is offered
for these and other problems. Counselors will also talk With
teenagers. Contact: Badri Daas. Hours: 9-5.

3. Drug Abuse Council
278 Main Street 728-1791
Watsonville

There is no cost, but they will t4ke donations. 11 counselors
(most are bilingual) deal with problems that are related to

abuse. Counseling. is individual, and they also run groups
a. do family counseling. Staff try to work out a program, of

atmentthat would help. each person, including vocational and
educational counseling. Director: Jim Morris.' Hours '9-5.

4. Family Services
233 E. Beach St. 724-7123
Watsonville

Fees are on.a sliding'scale. Professional counselors are
trained to work with students and their families. to help them
cope with a variety of problems.. Counselors also run several
groups, including an adolescent group, parents' groups, and a
women's. group. Director: Signe Frost. Counselors: Nancy
Norris & Maggie Phillips.

7 0
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5. Health Services--Monte Vista Clinic
247 Prospect and Monte Vista Streets 722-2459
Watsonville

There is no cost. Pregnancy testing is available by
appointment. Other health services are provided on a
drop-in basis.

6. Heartbeat House
150 Maple Ave. 728-2295
Watsonville

There is no cost. Office hours 8 a.m. to midnight seven
days a week. Volunteers and counselors handle a wide variety
of calls; suicidal, drug abuse, loneliness, information.
Staff will make daily reassurance calls, visits to rest homes
and hospitals, help runaways, relay messages to and from
parents, and offer a drop-in service for students (8 a.m.-
4 p.m.) having school or personal problems.
Director: Jean Hanley

7 Planned Parenthood
406 Main Street, Suite 317 722-7526
Watsonville

Open from 9-1. You may call for an appointment in the after-
noon. They do pregnancy testing,, offer birth control and
pregnancy counseling. Counselors are bilingual. Everything
is free for students under 18; over 18 there is'a small charge.
Ask for Rosie.

8. Watsonville City Police Department, Junvenile Office
231 Union Street 724-5665
Watsonville

Juvenile Officers: Sgt. Manual Martinez & Joe Flores
The Juvenile Officer handles juvenile crime prevention, pro-
tection for neglected or abandoned children, and parent-juvenile
counseling.

9. Rape Line 24 hour answering service 426-7273

Help is available for women who have been raped or abused.

10. School Counselors: Mr. Bianchi, Mr. Morales, Mrs. Hedlund,
Mr.' Sullivan; Mr. Starks - work experience and job counseling.
Maggie Phillips and Bonnie Wendt - school psychologists.

If
?

students are having problems, and you know about it, refer
them to their appropriate counselor.

11. Suicide Prevention Service
1060 Emeline Street 426-2342
Santa Cruz

There, is no office in Watsonville. Counseling is available by
phone or in person for anyone considering suicide or who wants
help for someone who is contemplating suicide.
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12. Teen-age Mother Program
Second Street 722-9231 or 728-3311 ext 265
Watsonville

Run by public school for teen mothers who want to finish
school. They offer required courses, pre-natal care,
instruction and professional counseling. TAM also has a
place to enroll young children of their students in the
Infant Care Center in the same.building.
Director: Sue Hill

13. Watsonville High School: Peer Counseling Program
250 East Beach Street 728-3311 ext 330
'Watsonville

A peer counseling program has started so,that students can
learn to run parts of the counseling programs themselves.
For information, contact Maggie Phillips.

14. Youth Services
107 California Street 728-2226

Watsonville

Hours 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Casual relaxed atmosphere. There is
no cost. They work a lot with teenagers, provide individual,
group, and family counseling. They will do home visits. If,

you need help, talk to your school counselor about it or call
directly. Counselors: Peter Gaarn, Sherrie Crandel, David
Sawi and Theresa ,Biggam.

*This list was compiled by students in the Fall, 1977, Peer Counseling
class at Watsonville High School. Editor: Peggy Ahl.
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SECTION TWO: USING PEER COUNSELING'SKILLS

An Introduction

The second section of the Peer Counseling Training Manual is
designed to teach students how to use the basic counseling skills
they learned in Section One. Units 10, 11,,and 12 pre&'ent strategies
for peer counselors to use when helping other students with school--,
related problems. It is STRONGLY RECOMMENDED that peer counselors
who work formally with student "clients" in a school setting complete
these three units in addition to Units 1-9 in Section One.

Units 13-16 provide opportunities for peer counseling students
to apply their skills to the more, sensitive issues of family relation-
ships, drugs, death and loss, and sexuality. Please read the NOTE
TO LEADER sections carefully, as these topics require special consider-
ations and preparation.

Unit 11, "Helping Peers with Attendance Problems," is especially
important. for school staff interested in utilizing peer counselors to
help students with poor attendance patterns. At Watsonville High
School, the HOLD peer counseling program assigns a large percentage
of its trained peer counselors to work with students who demonstrate
inconsistent or low attendance. Using the approaches explained in
Unit 11, peer counselors have helped students improve attendance by
as much as 500%. For a comprehensive guide to the HOLD attendance
program, you may order the Attendance Improvement packet available
from the Project HOLD office, 340 Lincoln Street, Watsonville, CA 95076.

PEER COUNSELOR ASSIGNMENTS

We have found that most students who have completed one semester
of peer counseling are prepared to accept formal assignments of helping
other students under adult supervision. Typically, 10th, 11th, and 12th
graders feel most comfortable helping those at the 9th grade level or
younger. (This may or may not be true of your student group.)
Appropriate assignments include attendance counseling; tutoring; working
with students who have physical, learning, or social handicaps; helping
new students adjust to the campus; assisting migrant students, foreign

-
students, or students with language problems.

Students assigned to peer counselors for. help may be identified in
a number of ways. Referrals may be solicited from guidance counselors,
vice - principals, attendance workers, regular and special classrOom
teachers, and from students themselves. Once a student client is, identi-
fied and a peer counselor haS agreed to accept the "assignment', a
meeting is arranged with the student client, the peer counselor, and an
adult supervisor. The'purposes of this meeting are to schedule a
regular time for the peer counselor to me,t with the student client
and to set a speCific objective. For example, a student who wants help
in English. might set an objective' to earn.at least a "C" for the quarter
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in English. Or a student who wants to increase the number of credits
he's earned might have a goal to earn at least 25 out of a possible
30 credits for the semester. The peer counselor's task is then to
offer support, provide academic help as needed, and to'monitor the
progress toward the desired goal.

The adult supervisor may be the school staff person who referred
the student for help, the peer counseling teacher (who in any case
should be available for coordination), or a community volunteer or
counselor intern. However supervision is arranged, it is essential
that every peer counselor work under the direct guidance of a trained
adult. Regular practicum meetings should also be arranged so that
peer counselors have an opportunity to share their experiences and to
continue to develop on-going skills. Usually, practicum activities
can be incorporated into the regular peer counseling class curriculum;
other options include before-school, after-school, or lunchtime super-
vision/practicum meetings.

Sometimes_ peer counseling-students are reluctant-to accept formal
helping assignments with their peers. Encouragement from the teacher
and several practice sessions before the initial assignment meeting
usually relieve doubts and build confidence. We have found that some
students are NOT ready for formal assignments, however, and should be
encouraged to practice their skills on an informal basis.



UNIT TEN: .,HELPING WITH SCHOOL-RELATED PROBLEMS

SKILLS: Identi6ying zehoat-teemed ptobZerm

Ctoutiliying zehoo.e ptob.tem4 with 4tudent "ctiente

Leanning to zet objective6 or ,schoo.e zucces4

Learning istkategieh to hap peerus with zehockt
ptolleems

Leamiing e66ective way Q6 working with teachuo
and othelt. zehockt 4ta66

NOTE TO LEADER: This unit consi6th ID/Lima/Lay inlioAma-

tion zhaning 464iOns 6ot 4tUdent4 who wilt.
be uzing peek counoeting Aabs to hap
other 4tudents with4choot-taated Otob-
.tems. Aetivctie6 4houtd be adapted to
6it 4peci6icpkobZem akcais in yo u& zehoo.e
that peek coun6eZOIL witt. be helping with.

I. Identifying School-Related Problems

15 mind Begin by asking the group to brainstorm a list of
problems they have experienced as high school students
and difficulties that other students have experi-
enced. Have a student recorder list them on butcher paper.
These _might Include:,

Cutting classes
Being late to class
Taking courses 'that are too "hard"
Getting behind in class assignments
"Personality conflicts" with teachers .

and administrators
Trouble in speaking and writing English
Not being able to read well
Poor Math skills

Not understanding assignments or teacher
directions

Unfair grades

Have students group their list into problem areas. Sample
_categordes-might include-attendance, academic, and-communica-.,--
tion problems. Record the lists in each category and'display
them:_forreference throughout this unit.

II. Clarifying School Problems

45 min. 1. Explain that the first major task in helping other students
with any of the difficulties identified above will be to help.
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clarify the specific problem. Ask the group to consider
the difference in two statements made by students having
trouble with math.

Read these examples aloud:

Student #1:

Student. #2:

"I'm having trouble in my
math class. I just can't
do the work in there - -it's
too hard. I study and study
and it doesn't. do any good.
I'm still failing and I.w,ant
to get out of the class."

"I'm having a hard time
understanding Chapters 9
and 10 in my math class. My
grades were OK until we-
started that Unit. Maybe
if I got some help with those
two chapters, I. could catch
up with the rest of the class."

Peer counselors will have an easier time helping student
#2. Why?

The student is clearer about what the problem
is and what help she/he wants.

There is a specific place for the peer counselor
to begin giving help.

Explain that many students are unclear about what their
difficulties.are and that-the first task for peer counselors
will be to help 1.nrify the problem. Duplicate and
distribute the on page 72. Lead the group in ex-
ploring the four steps they might use in helping a peer
clarify a school problem: Suggest that students keep this
page available in their notebooks for easy reference.

6

tee s see if we.
can ciar;-Fq the

problem...



CLARIFYING SCHOOL PROBLEMS WITH YOUR STUDENT CLIENT

DIRECTIONS TO STUDENTS: The following steps will be helpful for
you to use when meeting your student "client"
for the first time. Discuss the four points
below and make sure you understand how each
is important. You will be using these steps
in a role-play activity in the next section'
of this unit.
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1. GETTING READY: If a student is referred for help by a teacher or
counselor, get as much information as you can from that'source. Do
this by asking open-ended questions such as:

How do you see the student's problem?
What goal would you like to see him/her achieve?
What materials can you suggest?
When would be a good time for me to meet with him/her?

(during class, after school, during lunch, etc.)

2. SETTING THE SCENE: An adult supervisor will set up your first contact
with your student client. At your first meeting, help the student
clarify what he/she wants help with:

a. Use active listening. ("It sounds like your biggest
problem in science is memorizing vocabulary. Is that
what you need help with?")

b. Try to establish a goal you will work toward together.
("So you want to attend math class more often. Do you
want to see if you can go all this week without cutting?
We can check together on Friday with the attendance
office to see how you did.")

3. THE NEXT STEP: The next step is to set a time to meet with the
student. Make sure you establph what you will work on together and
how often and when/where you will meet.

Example: "So we'll be working together on your
attendance in English and math. Can-you meet
me at 8:15 a.m. in your counselor's office?"
(If not, agree on another time and .place.)

4 CONFIDENTIALITY: Also during this first meeting, you will need to
establish the limits of confidentialfty. Make clear to the other

_student.'that.there may be some.things_you_will_need_to_check_out with
the teacher or counselor, but that more personal topics you talk about
will not be shared with anyone.



Tell students that they will be role-playing the first
meeting between peer counselor, adult supervisor, and student
client, using the handout on the previous page. Divide the
group into triads. Ask each triad to decide who will play
the roles of the peer counselor, the student client, and the
adult supervisor.-

Ask "peer counselors" and "adults" to review their hand-
outs while you meet separately with "clients ".. Help the
"clients" develop a problem situation from one of the three
categories of attendance, academic, or communication problems.
Have them also decide the identity of.the adult involved.

Next, ask the student "clients" to return to their groups
and explain the role-play situations. "Peer counselors" and
"adults" are to follow the steps presented on the handout from
Section 2 as the triad role -plays the initial meeting situa-
tione.

Stop the action after 5-10 minutes. Ask "clients" and
"adults" to give feedback to the "peer counselors".

Suggested teacher questions:

How did the peer counselor act in the meeting your
. group had with the adult and the student client?
Did the peer counselor help to set a goal with the

student about what they would work on? How
could it have been more clear?

Howdid the peer counselor talk about confidentiality?
What could students who replayed peer counselors

have done more effectively?

As time permits, rotate roles so that all students have
a chance to play the peer counselor role.

III. Learning to Set' Objectives for School Success

25 min.1 1. Emphasize to peer counselors that when they work with
assigned student counselees, one of their most important
tasks is to help the student set a useful goal for school
success. Present a brief explanation of how to write an
objective. .A suggested outline for your presentation follows
on page 74.
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1. What is a successful peer counseling student?
Have students describe specific behaviors that
make peer counselors successful. (Examples:
attends regularly, participates actively, volun-
teers for role-plays, etc.) List these on the
chalkboard.

2. Ask each student to choose 2 behaviors from the
list that would persotally help him/her be a
more successful peer counselor. Students are to
write these doWn and star the most successful
one.

3. Have students write an objective for the behaviors
they starred. The objective must be "do-able"
and measurable. It should, tell what the student
will do, when, and how well it will be done.

Examples: I will participate in at least
5 role-plays this quar'ter.

I will complete 10'outside
assignments to raise my grades
from B to A.

4. TEST objectives. Ask students which is a measureable
objective: (Let me show you how I can . . .)

*A. Raise my hand in class (measureable)
B. Like school better (not measureable)

Peer counseling objectives should be rewritten so that
all are measureable.

5. Have the group write down what steps are necessary
for them to accomplish their goals for the peer
counseling Class. Write several examples on the
chalkboard.

6. Have students set a definite time when these objectives
will be checked. Ask them to record this check-back
time.

25 min.I

Spend 5-10 minutes discussing the peer counseling objec-
tives students have set. Make sure they can identify the 6
steps of the process you have presented above.

2. Explain that students will now practice helping another
student set an objective for school success: Divide the
group intsLAYads and distribute copies of the worksheet
"Setting Objectivesf6f-SUccess"-on-page _ Have-partners
take turns being peer counselor and student client. The peer'
counselor's role is to help the_Student Counselee complete
the worksheet and set a measurable objective.

When all students have played both roles, have rhe group .

check objectives, using the "Let me show you" test.

80
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OD 4000E1
SETTING OBJECTIVES FOR SUCCESS
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DIRECTIONS TO STUDENT "CLIENTS ":

Choose an area of school performance that yov would like to improve.
Write the name of that class or area in the blank in item #1. (Examples
English, PE; Attendance) Finish filling in the blanks for items 1t6
below. Your peer counselor will help. When you finish you will have
set an objective for greater success in school.

DIRECTIONS TO PEER COUNSELORS:
4

::alp your student Set a realistic goal for success. If a student is
failing math halfway through the quarter, for example, it may be udreal-
istic for him/her to try to earn an A or B. Also, make sure the check-

.back time in #6 is soon enough for you to keep a close_check on progress
toward the goal you've set together. When finished;- show this worksheet
to your adult supervisor.

1. Describe the successful student. List the exact be
haviors a successful student does--in that class or school performance area.

1 4.

2. 5.

3. 6.

2. Sort'and write down 3'behaviors that would pe,rsonally help you be more
successful. Choose the most important one for you. Mark with a (*)

1.

2.

3.

3.. Write an objective for the starred item. The objective must be a goal
that you can do and - that you can measure.

4. Test your objective. Let me show you how I can:

Can your peer counselor see you do it? YeS No

5.. List the exact behaviors involved in reaching that objective.

6. Set a check-back time when you will check your progress w th your peer
counselor. Write this here:

-



IV. Learning Strategies to Help Peers with School Problems

30 min.

NOTE TO LEADER: It might be mote intetesting and
heZptSue at this point -to invite
studen ts 6nom outside the peen
counseeing cta.64 -to note-peay student
ctients. Penhaps you might ask a
coopenative - teachers -to bting,patt

ot ate oti a neanby cta64 -to pantici-,
pate in tlais te64on.

Hand out copies of the worksheet "Strategies for School
Problems" on the next. page. Explain that the ideas listed,.
on the worksheet are to serve as guides. Students are to
work on developing their own strategies for each school
problem situation given.

When all students have completed the worksheet, ask the
group to share answers and record them on the chalkboard or
sheet of butcher paper. Help them to decide which,.strategies
are workable and which might be inappropriate:

Examples: TrYing to talk Maria's history teacher
into, giving her a D is NOT appropriate.

Finding 'out prom Maria's teacher what she
must do to earn a D in the class IS
appropriate.

(-
V. -Learning Effective Ways of Working with Teachers and OtherSchool'SEaff"

45 min.

. ,7.

' Most students have some apprehension about approaching
teacher dr administrator about a problem. Why is this?
-(Sample responses might include: fear of authority, bad -

experiences in the past, etc.)

Have the'group develop the profile of an adult who
might be hard to talk to.' (No names should be used--just

1
behaviors that are troublesome for students.) Brainstorm
a list of issues that students light want or need to talk
to an adult at school about (e.g., wanting to transfer to

t
a ,different class, feel ng that the. teacher puts down other'
students and may be rac 11y,prejudiced, wanting to,explain
unfair-treatment by a teecher or anotner .student).- Reco'rd
the adult profile bOaviors and the. school- issues so that
they are visible to the entire, group.

ASk a rtUdentto take the role Of the profile adult and
another to role7play the student who will talk With the adult
about ne of the issues brainstorMed by the.group. Have the
rest o the group act aS;Observers, in a.large fishbowl
circle, atching'for behaviors,,Lpproaches, and attitudes
that are most effective.

Stop the aetion after 5-10 minutes:t Ask the group for
feedback about what they considered'' effective.,, Guide dis-
cussion so that students are able to pinpoint what strategies'
work when approaching'adults: .-

1
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STRATEGIES.. FOR SCHOOL PROBLEMS

DIRECTIONS TOCSTUDENTS: Below are suggested strategies for 3
categories of school problems. For

the sample situations in each section,
write down a strategy-for dealIng'With---
that particular problem. Use your own
ideas in addition to those provided here.

STRATEGIES FOR ATTENDANCE PROBLEMS:

Set specific-goals.for improvement. (This week you
will attend English every day.)

Check in frequently with the student client at school
and with phone contacts at home.

Find out how the student is doing by checking oftan
with the counselor or teacher.

Give praise and encouragement for any progress shown;
give feedback when no progress is made. (I notice

you only went to English class one .day this week.)

Jerry, your student client, .has not attended any of his
morning classes (PE,.English, History, Math) for the
last 4 weeks.'

1.

Sample Situation:

Your Strategy:

2. STRATEGIES

Sample Situation:

Your Strategy:

3. STRATEGIES FOR COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS:

FOR ACADEMIC T:*1:-.:3LEMS:

Teachers are the best resources for ways to, deal
with the learning problems of the'student you are
trying` to help.

Go directly tp. the teacher to ask for information or
ask a peer counseling supervisor to help arrange an
appointment, Most.teaChers will supply materials
and/or specific ideas for ways to help.

Maria is failing social studies class. She says the
textbook is too hard. She wants to earn at least a "D".
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Peer counselors cau effectively help 'other students to deal
with communication problems with teachers or other
adults at school by teaching them some of the communi-
cation skills they have learned. Examp.Las:

Using "I" statements rather than blaming. ("I feel disappointed
in my grade," rather than, "You graded me unfairly.")

Being specific about what is to be communicated & what is.wanted.
Trying to understand the other's point of view--hearing the

teacher or adult, out.

Sample Situation: Mike's problem is that he doesn't get along with his PE
teacher. He claims the coach puts him down and calls him
"stupid" when he forgets his gym clothes.

Tour Strategy:

Ci r)



Closure

5-10 min.

c:"

Sample Discussion Ideas:

Talk in a mature, straightturward way.
Adults do not respond effer'1,,Ply ca
whining or shouting.

Use "I" messages.

DO NOT argue. Respect the other per-
:u, ' right to his/her own opinion.

ilk don't agree, after hearing
!lilt out, andyou feel that no

,,lss will be made, say simply,
"I don't agree with you."

Ask another adult for help if you get
stuck. Remember that you CANNOT con-
trol behavior of adults but you CAN
control your own behavior. Make sure
you represent yourself and the peer
counseling class with dignity.

Close this session by asking group members to identify
occasions when they mill probably need towork with adults
as part of peer counseling contacts. Ask them to consider
what strategies they will remember to use in order to approach
adults effectively. An appropriate assignment might be to
have students identify' an adult at school or home with whom
they tre experiencing difficulties. They could then attempt
to effectively discuss the conflict'with that adult, record
the strategies they use,to resolve the conflict, and indicate
the results of their "experiurt".

11
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UNIT ELEVEN: COUNSELING STUDENTS WITH ATTENDANCE PROBLEMS

SKILLS: Leaaning the pukpo4e4 o6 attendance monitoking

Leakning_the 4tep4 ot_the_attendance_monitorting
pnogitam

1denti6ying initta aupon4ibititie4

Paacticing. attendance taategiers

NOTE TO LEADER: Thiis unit 4:4 deALgned 4peciiiicatty 6ok

peek coumeing 4tudentis who wit. be
keeping theik peek4 with ieo.nti6ied-
attendance pnobtemA u4 ng the HOLD
attendance monitokirig pitogitam. Paktz
o6 the unit ake ado apptoptiate 6o&
zchoot 4ta66 who aae intetated in an
ovetview o6 attendance monitming. A
mo&e comptehen4ive guide can be °Ade/Led
6nom Pkoject HOLD, 340 Lincan Staeet,
Watzonvitee, CA 95076.

Some otthe pnocedulLe4 due /bed hence
may not be wo'd in yo we pakticutaa
zchoot 4.ite. 16 thi4 i4 the case, you
may waist to change the 4tudrit handouts
and wokk4heet3 accondingty.

I. Learning the Pulpp.,3e of Attendance Monitoring

25 mILL] Expla.Ln to students that one of the most critical problems
faced by high schools is poor student attendance. Cite
absenteeism .figures from your school as an example. Then lepd
a 'brief discussion on the consequences of poor attendance.

Suggested teacher questions:

What are some of the opportunities lost by
students who cut classes? 4

How does missing school affect short-range
goals? Long-term goals?

What are the consequences of prolonged cutting?

Give a short "rap" on attendance monitoring as a
program that has proven helpful in improv ng student daily
attendance. Include the following points:
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Overview:

Problem students and their parents agree
to participate, with a goal of developing
positive habits of attending classes every
day. For three weeks, students carry an
_attendanee_slip'which each_teacher_signs_____
to verify attendance and assignment comple-
tion. After 3 weeks of perfect attendance
(which means that all slips must be turned
in and completely signed), students are
monitored once a week for six more weeks
(9 weeks total).

Peer Counselor Role:

Peer counselors help,in the program by
checking to make sure assigned students pick
up and turn in completed attendance slips
daily, and by being warm and supportive to
students who have had a history of poor
attendance and who often feel frustrated and
overwhelmed. Often peer counselors are a
major factor in helping students improve
attendance because of their willingness to
make contact every day.

II. Learning the Steps of the Attendance Monitoring Program

20 min. Distribute copies of the three handout pages on
"Steps in the Attendance Program" (pages 82-84). Discuss
thoroughly the steps listed and review the forms and how
they are used.

Information presented in'this section is highly
structured and detailed. Take as much time as necessary to
make sure ALL participating peer counsel fs have a thorough
understanding.

For additional practice have students write down the
major steps of the program without referring to the hand-
outs.

III. Identifying Initial Responsibilities

30 min. After students have studied thoroughly the handout
information above, distribute the worksheet "Peer Counselor
Responsibiliti-s in the Attendance Program" on page 85.
When all students have finished, encourage the group to
share answers. Ale sure to help them clarify the followLig
points in your discussion:
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WOR PEER COUNSELOR RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Attendance slips

Peer counselor hands one out to
the student and collects it at
the end of the day or before
school the next morning. He/she
makes sure each slip is filled
out by every teacher for every
period the student is supposed
to attend. If the slip is not
filled out or not, received, the
peer counselor verifies atten-
dance in the attendance office,
then checks with the adult super-
visor.

2. Attendance chart

The peer counselor keeps a chart
of the student's attendance over
the nine week period. If student
is missing classes, the adult
supervisor is notified before a
parent contact is made.

3. Teacher contacts

The peer counselor is responsible
for sending notes to teachers
when the student starts the program
and for checking with teachers at
least weekly for 9 weeks.

4. Parent contacts

The peer counselor helps to set up
a parent interview and may make all
regular weekly contacts with parents
by phone or postcard..
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STEPS IN THE ATTENDANCE PROGRAM

DIRECTIONS TO STUDENTS:

This handout describes the attendance monitoring
program and the peer counselotit4 role with students who
participate. Please read this information carefully.
You will be using these p"ges to complete a worksheet
and, later, in a role-play situation.

1. Before meeting the student client

Get as much information as you can from your school attendance
office or from your supervisor. Include: parent's name, address,
phone number; last year's attendance; attendance patterns this year;
student's class schedule. Arrange with your supervisor to record
this information.on student information sheets-or cards.

2. Initial student interview

Introduce,yodrself, give your role as a peer counselor, and
show your interest in the attendance program student. You may want
to discuss the student's past attendance performance, explain the
attendance monitoring program, and set an objective for improving
attendance. (Use the worksheet on "Setting Objectives for School
Success--Unit 10.) E-Tlain to your client that you will be contact-
ing his/her parents and teachers, and go over the procedures for
checking in each day (where and when you will meet; how attendance
slips are handled). Spend some time getting to know your student's
interests and make the relationship positive and reinforcing.

3. Arrange teacher contacts

Send notes to your student's teachers to let them know you
will be working with the student and will be checkin:-, regularly
with them. (See teacher contact form, page 84.)

A. Parent contacts

Call your student s parents with help from your adult super-
visor. Introduce yourself, explain your role as a peer counselor,
and explain briefly the attendance monitoring program. Tell the
parents about the attendance success objective you set in the initial
interview. Explain that dill be checking with parents weekly
and find out the best time for you to call them. Also arrange a
time for them to come to school and meet with you, your supervisor,
and their student, if this was not done in step 2. If you cannot
reach the parent by phone, send a postcard.

4

5. Weekly teacher contacts
C

Do this by school phone or in person after you have tent the
note in step 3. Be sure you do not interrupt a Leacher during
scheduled class time UNLESS you have made arrangements at last a
day in advance.

C)c)
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Introduce yourself, explain your role as peer counselor in the
attendance program. Discuss the student's previous and current
attendance; ask for any information or concerns the teacher has.
Explain the daily attendance check and decide when and how to
contact each teacher weekly.

6. Second student interview
_ .

Talk about the teacher and parent contacts you have made.
Check attendance and go over any problems or successes the student
has had since your first interview Give out daily attendance
slip (see form n6xt page) for the following day. Make sure
students understand positive and/Or negative consequences for
their attendance behavior (if the student doesn't show up or bring
the'slip back, you or the adult supervisor will call the parent).
If the student brings the slip as agreed, you will offer praise
and support. Write the student's name on the attendance chart
(see next page). Explain how y,u will record daily progress.

7. Week one check

Check your attendance slips against attendance office records.
Call parents and contact teachers with attendance information.

Example: "I just wanted b0 let you know that
Jose attended all of his classes
this week except that he missed
math on Wednesday and Friday. Please
help by discussing this with him."

b. Continue (Lai.ly student contacts and weekly parent/teacher contacts
UNLESS:

1. AfLer perfect attendance for 3 weeks (this means all
slips are tnrued in daily with every teacher's
signature), 7ou will see the student only once weekly.

2. If the student doesn't arrive with slips or keep
appointments with you, tell your adult supervisor
IMMEDIATELY. Attendance students must restart the
program until 3 weeks of perfect monitoring.

9. Be aware of the following CONSEQUENCES for attendance students:

Positive: Warm, supportive conversation with you
Recognition from their teachers and parents
Weekly meetings after 3 weeks
Improved grades and more good feelings about

success in school

Negative: Daily slips until 3 weeks of perfect attendance
monitoring is attained

Confererce with adult. supervisor
Parent conference
Possible conference with vice principal
Referral to SARB or the local attendance board
Continued poor grades and frustration about school



ATTENDANCE PROGRAM SLIP
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ATTENDANCE CHART

WLek I Week II
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Week III

* i * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

TEACHER CONTACT, FORM

Dear Date

0 , who is enrolled in your
(student's name)

, is participating in our
(chase

attendance prograr... The student and parents' have been contacted about

tin need fdi. Improving attendance. If you wish to di ',2uss 'this program,

please call If a conference ls needed at an' time,

please check the "conference needed" column on the daily slip.

Thank you,

reer Counselor

Adult Supervisor



11141011"
PEER COUNSELOR RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE ATTENDANCE PROGRAM

DIRECTIONS TO STUDENTS: Using the 3 handout pages which explain
the "Steps in the Attendanceyrograin,"
comPlete-thefEemabelOw. When you have
finished, you will have identified specific
responsibilities for peer counselors work
ing with the attendance program.

1. Attendance Slips

Explain what the peer counselor does about collecting and recording
the information from daily attendance slips:

2. Attendance Chart

For the first week of the attendance program, Margaret turned in
slips that showed she had not attended 1st and 2nd period on Monday
and Friday, and her 3rd period teacher did net sign the slii on
Thursday. Use the attendance chart below to show how you would
record this information about Margaret's attendance.

3. Attendance Office

Week,I

W Th FM T

How does the peer counselor use information from the attendance
office?

ri
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4. Parent & Teacher Contacts

Explain what the peer counselor would say to parents and teachers
in each of the following situations:

a) When a student starts the program:

Parent Contact

Teacher Contact

At the end of the first week:

Parent Contact

Teacher Contact

c) At the end of 3 weeks of perfect attendance:

Parent Contact

Teacher Contact

5. Student Contacts

You have agreed to work'with Javier on the attendance program. What
will you remember to do when:

a) You meet for the first time with Javier and Mrs. Hedlund, his
guidance counselor (your adult supervisor): .

1.

2.

3.

4.

b) You and Javier agree to meet the next'day at 8:15 a.m., and he
doesp't ,,how up:

c) Javier begins prine, t class but forgets to turn in his slips:
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d) Javier goes to 5 of his 6 classes. lie tells you that's the
best he can do because his 6th period Science:class is too
hard:

e) The attendance office records shoi4 that Javier has not been
attending his:afternoon Glasses', but his slips have been
signed every afternoon by.his teachers:
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IV. Practicing Attendance Strategies

150 min. I Choose four volunteers from the class for a role-
play. The parts are: (1) Suzanne, a 9tK grade student
with attendance problems, G) Suzanne's other or father,
(3) adult c-minselor, and (4) peeecouns lor. In the role-

play Suzanne and hut- parent come into to counselor's
office, where the 'counselor and peer counselor-are-waiting
for the first attendance interview with Suzanne. Allow
5 minutes or sofor the volunteers to prepare their roles.
After they have role-played this initial student inter-
view scene for 10-45 minutes a:At the group for feedback.

Suggested teacher questions:

For the participants- -

Were the roles difficult to play? What made them
difficult or easy? How did you feel about the
role you played?

For entire,group--

What went on in the interview?
Do you think. the student will be successful
in the attendance program aftervatching.her?

Was the parent convinced of the usefulness of
the Prograni? Were you convinced by what the
peer counselor said?

Was there some commitment on the part of the
student and parent, such as an attendance
objective?

What did the relationship between parent and
student seem like?

For a second interview, divide the group into dyads.
Partners will take turns playing peer counselor and a student
who has been cutting at least 3 days a week for five weeks.
In this role7play the peer counselor will interview the
student, using active listening and a'warm and friendly manner.
The peer Counselor will also establi-, what the responsibilities,
of the student will be in the attendance program and set up
a time to,meet with the student every day. PositiVe and
negative consequences should be explained. After students have
played both roles, stop for feedback.'

Suggested teadher'questions for "peer counselors":

Did :-ou feel you gut a commitment from the student?
How do you know?

Did there seem to be a conflict between the
student's values and his actions?

How do you feel about doing this type of interview,
in a "real" situation?,

How can you avoid.possible-"stuck" places?



Closure

Emphasize to. peer counselors that they can be the
key to a successful attendance program in their school.
Make sure theyNhave-an opportunity to explore all potential
trouble spots'in the monitoring system. You may want to
ask attendance workers, guidance counselors, or other .staff

involved in'th, program to visit-your group to make an
initial presentation.

V



'NIT TWELVE: PEER RELATIONSHIPS IN SCHOOL

SKILLS: Idemaking wage sWentklebate to °then_
ztudent4.

Making pozWve changez itztatima614.6
at ,schoot,

Leakn,ing how to expnes4 keting4 about Pend i.
ti to anot peen

Relate to Other StudentsI. Identifying Ways

20 min. Ask the', brainstorm, with leader facilitating,,
different vvys students relate to each other at school.
Have a student. *recorder note comments on butcher paper or
on the chalkboard. Theaollowing ideas should be included
in the discussion.

Suggesr-1 teacher questions:

How do people identify themselves with a
group at schoo17-Zrace, economic status,
clothes and hair styles, types of slang,
academic, status, etc.)`? Describe different
groups at this school.

.

Which students are popular? .14hy?
Which students are unpOpular? Why?
Isit hard to.be different from the group you

identify-with? Why? If you belong to one
group, is it easier to ,he different from
people in other groups?

Is there much competition:at school? What
are things students compete for (gra-es,
boyfriends/girlfriends, sports, etc.)?

Describe hOw it feels to have a lot of friends.
to have no frie.ods.

I,I. Making Positive Changes in Peer Relationships at Schooil.."-Th

30 min. Ask students to spend a few minutes With their eyes
closed, imagining :the ideal school.. Invite them to "let
.themselves go" to imagine peer relationships at school the
bay they would, like them to be, no matter how impossible
their visions may seiem. (Use directions' in Unit 5 for a

. guided fantasy approach.) -

When all student", have imagined, how they wonid like
.

students to get along with each other, ask each student
,

,

to share ideaS.

Next;, ask the grot!p to brainstorm the, things that
would have to change ,before their id6a1 school situation
can exist.
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Suggested teacher questions:

What attitudes have to change in order
to get along with each Other?

What values have to change? What might
be the steps involved in changing those
values?

What can YOU do to make this school a
more positive place for other students
to be? How might you help a student .

who was lonely or had few friends?
What can peer counseldrs, as a group, do

to make this school better?

III. Learning How to Express Feelings about Sensitive Issues

1. Ask each siudentto write on .a scrap of paper qualities
he/she doe'g not like in other students, especially ones it
is hard to talk about. Examples might be: gossiping, people
who look sloppy or smell bad, jealousy, feeling excluded
when others speak in a foreign language, being put down by
someone you'admire, etc. Collect papers and read them
(without names) aloud.

Lead a brief discussion on communication about sensitive
issues.

20 min.

25 min.

Suggested teacher questions:

What keeps us from talking about these
things easily (not wanting to hurt the
other person's feelings, not wanting
to lose friends, believing we shouldn't
"feel that way," etc.)?

Does a good relationship mean only saying
positive things to another? Explore this
in terms of your family and,your friends.

Is trust necessary to communicate same
things? How is trust established?

2. Divide students into dyads with one student choosing
to be speaker and the other playing the "counselor". Speakers,
are to talk with their counselors about something they dis-
like (or that bothers them) about one of their friends.
Listeners help clarify feelings and make suggestions of ways
to communicate with the other person.

Next, have the listener role-play the part of the client's
friend while the speaker practices Communicating about the
sensitive issue. After 5 minutes, call time and have partners
give each other feedb'ack about the counseldr's helpfulness
and the speaker's success in dealing with the difficult issue.
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Closure

Close this 'section with a discussion of positive ways
to communicate sensitive issues with peers. Emphasize the

folly g points:

Express positive feelings toward
the other person FIRST.

Use "I" statements to communicate
what's bothering you. .

3. Be specific about what you don't
like.

Send an effective message to the
other'person. (See Unit Four.)

93
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UNIT THIRTEEN: DEALING WITH FAMILY ISSUES

SKILLS: Identifying common 6amity pubtems

Obsaving liamity communication pattekm

Leakning way4 a cleating with
congicts

NOTE TO LEAVER: Thi4 unit Z4 a poputat one Pk peek
counseting 4tudent4. You may want to
invite a liamity counsetok linom a
neakby agency (Youth Sekvices, Family
Setvices, etc.) to tatk with you&
9/Loup about liamity L44ue4 on to hap
you devetop additionat activitie4.
Occasionatty heavy emotions 4uAliace
when 4tudent4 di4cu44 theik own liamity
pxobtems. Maize 4une you decide ahead

time how to handft this. At4o
teat 4tudent4 that activitie4 in this
unit may trigger flame peuonat
cancans lion then) and that peen
counseting eta44 24 a 4alie Aface bon
them to shake the it on that
they may want to 4hake them pkZatety
with you an anther student: You may
want to weave time in your scheduee to
tatk with 4tudent4 ptivatety and/on to
/Lelia them to tkained counsetbAs.

Identifying Family Problems

45 min. To introduce this topic, ask students to draw a picture
of their families at the dinner table. Provide paper and
markers or crayons. When all drawings are finished, ask
students to share their drawings and lead them in the follow-
ing discussion.

Suggested teacher questions:

If we were to visit your family at mealtime,
what would we see?

Who would be talking during dinner? What
about?

Who would listen to other members?
Would the TV on? Would the room be

quiet or noisy?
Would all the family be there? Whp would

be missing?
'ow would you describe the mood at the table

(relaxed, tense, etc.)?
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'Next.ask the group to make a list of family problems
that they have experienced themselves or.thatfriends have
shared with them. Record these on butcher paper.

Examples: Arguing with parents over rules
No communication with parents: they

don't undersehnd or listen
Parents fighting--separated--divorced
Illness or death in the family
Bickering with brothers or/and sisters

A

Have students select two problems from the list as being
most common among the group members. AS peer counselors, how
could they help a student who has this problem? What kinds
of things,would they say or do?

It. Observing Family Communication

50 min. 1. Ask '5 students .to volunteer to role7play afamily.
Have volunteers choose roles of father, mother, brothers/
sisters and decide on ages. Then give the "family" a
conflict situation.

Sample family confli4:

Older brother (age'17)came home late
the night before. He had:been drinking at
a party and smashed the fender of the
family car. Mother and father are angry.
Little brother is upset because big brother
was going to take him to the boardwalk and
thetrip may be off. Sister is'worried
that her brother's actions may cause her to
lose some of her dating privileges.

Have family members sit inside a fishbowl with the
rest of the group observing In the outer circle. As one
,..(Aent to volunteer to be\a co-counselor with the leader.

Then ask the family to begin talking with each other
about their conflict. They may exaggerate their interactions
(no physical violence, of course). Counselors will active
listen, ask questions for clarification, and make helpful
suggestions.

Stop the action after 15-20 minutes. Ask for observations
from those in the outer circle: (See suggested questions,
next page.)

100+
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Suggested teacher .questions:

What did you notice about this family?
Who did the most talking? the least?
Were everyone's ideas heard? How do

you know?
How did this family trYto solve their
problems? How did'it work?

Were the counselOrs helpful? How.?

What might they have done differently
to help this family?

To de-role family members, ask:

How did it feel to be in your role? How
was it. Tikejunlike you?

How was this family like/unlike your family?
Would you want to be in this family? Why?,

After the role-play, you mey want to give students a
lecturette on Virginia Satir's 5 patterns of'communication
(blaming, placating, computing, distracting, and leveling)
as presented in Peoplemaking, pp. 63-76. Then have students
identify these patterns in the family role-play above.

0isirachor

ilk

Iii

elD
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III. Learning Ways of Dealing with Family Probleins

r,45 min.

50 min.

1. Have students spend 5-10 minutes writing down 3-4
conflicts they have with family members. To help'thqm
get started, you may want to ask some thought questions:

What disagreements do you have with your
parents? brothers? sisters?'

How would you like things to be different
with them?

What is your' family like whzil you feel good
about being in the family?

When they've finished, divide students into dyads and
ask partners to take turns talking about one of the conflicts
on the list while the other role -plays the peer counselor.,
Instruct peer counselors to use active listening, open questions,
and their decision-making skills to'help. Reverse roles after
10 minutes.

For closure, ask the following que6tions:

How did you get help from your "counselors"?
Did he/she jump to conclusions or give advice?
Were suggestions helpful? Will you try them?
Whlit did you learn that will help you be a

better counselor?

2. Ask students to divide into mock "families" with 5
members each. Have them choose these roles: mother, father,
older sister (age 16), older brother (age 13), and little
brother ''(age 10). The task for each "family group" will be
to plan a one week family vacation. Each member will have
special needs and wants unknown to the 'others which will
have to be considered.

Call students aside in each role group (ex.: all
students playing mother) for a private briefing. Explain
the "hidden" desires of each family member to that role group
only:

Mother wants to take the whole family to
her mother's house where she can visit
with relatives and rest from cleaning and
cooking.

Father wants to go camping and spend time
fishing and hunting by himself.

Older sister wants to stay home so she can
be with her boyfriend.

Older brother wants to go to the beach or
Great America and take a friend along so
he won't be stuck with little brother.

Little brother wants to go hiking and
fishing with his father.



Closure

Ask groups to'spend 20 minutes or so pianning,their
vacations.. When the time is up,lead a brief discussion
to explore what happened in each family.

Suggested teacher questions:

What was your family's vacation plan?
What did you notice about how decisions

were made?
Were everyone's needs met in-'the plan?

Whose weren't?
Who was in charge in your family?
Did people compromise (give in)?. How?
What was it like to be in your role?
How was this family scene like/unlike
your own?

Where did your family get "stuck"?

Review the decision-making model presented in Unit
Eight, page 53. Ask students how they might apply this
model to family decisions.

Suggested teacher questions:

How could you use this model at home with
your own family?

What would have changed in your role-play
if you'd used the model?

How could you use it as a peer counselor with
someone who has family problems?

10Li
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20 min. I

UNIT FOURTEEN: PEER COUNSELORS AND DRUG ISSUES

105
SKILLS: Expecting dtug uzage oh campuz and in

.the community

Examining teazonz ban chug uze among teenage/a

Leatning how to heap peens with dhug.concetnz,

NOTE'TO LEADE,R:' Emphazize at the btginning o b thi4
unit that peek counzefou wite NOT
be expected to deaf. with dtug PiEFFeemz

in than a44ignment4 with othe& ztudentz:
Thiz zection iz NOT intended to ttain
peen counzeeou .Lo be dug counzeeo/a,
but to provide oppantunitie4 bon them
to expZone .their own attitudez about
dtugz as weef as to Leaven wayz o6
binding nezouncez bon heaping thoze
with dug concern. You may want to
invite counzefo/a beam a chug abuze
ptevention agency and/on aecoha abuze
center ouch as AZ Anon an Atateen to
speak to the 9/Loup.

I. Exploring Drug Usage on Campus and in the Community

Ask students how widespread they think the use of
various drugs is around the high school campus and in their
community.

Suggested teacher questions:

If a student wanted to obtain pot (or pills,
etc.), how easy would it be at your high
school?

If a teenager new to this area were invited
to a party by other students from this
school, what kind of drug use would he/she
probably encounter?

How many of you have used alcohol? Where
and when did you get it?

Are your parents concerned about your exposure
to drugs? Do they use drugs? How about
other adults you know?

Are you aware of drug dealers in your community?
How do people in your neighborhood view drugs?
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130 min. I

II. Examining Reasons for Drug Use Among Teenagers

1

1. Ask a student volunteer to record on butcher paper or
the chalkboard three columns with these headings;

30 min. I

CIGARETTES ALCOHOL POT AND PILLS

Have students brainstorm all possible reasons why they
and their friends smoke cigarettes. 'Record these reasons
in the first column. Continue this process with reasons
for drinking alcohol, and finally for pot, pills, and other
drugs. Some,pqssible reasons might include:

To gain acceptance from peers
To exert independence from parents
To feel good when lonely, depressed, etc.
To find excitement, relief from,boredom

Ask students to notice similarities and differences
among reasons for using drugs in the .three lists'. Do
these same reasons hold truefor adults?

2. Have the group consider alternatives to drugs in
meeting the needs they've listed in the activity above.
Hand out copies of the worksheet, "Alternatives to Drugs,"
on page 100. When all students have completed the worksheet
questions, lead them in a brief discussion of answers.

NOTE TO LEADER: Answen4 to wotheoheet question4 3
and 4 arLe apeciatey.impontant.
Thi4 may be a good time .to biting
in a guest 4peaken who hay expert-U.4e
in helping 4tudent4 expetienee
mnatutat." high z. Meditation on
yoga teadeu woutd be apptopitiate.
You might a.e4o add a centeting/
guided 6anta4y exekcae (4ee Unit
Five) .to teinOtee awarLene44 06
ate/motive "high4".
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.40
ALTERNATIVES TO DRUGS

biltgCTIONS TO.STUI5ENTS: Answer each of the following
. questions in the blanks

,provided.

%
1. What other ecAvities besides drugs win popularity with other

teenageri?

p

2. What are other ways that teenagers can exert their independence
from parents?

3. What else could you do, besides drugs, to get "high" when
you're depressed, or to relax when you're tense? I

4. Often teenagers feel that trying drugs adds excitement to their,
lives. What other experiences could you try to bring yAir life
excitement?

5. else could you do at a party besides drink or smoke pot to
be accepted by other high school students whom you admire?

,
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III. Learning How to Help Peers with Drug Concerns

bL min' I

1. Begin discussion by asking: How difficult is it to
turn down drugs when other Students are using them? Ask
students to pretend they are at a party where a joint
(or steer) is being passed around; They say they don't
want any, but everyone starts teasing them. What is the
best thing to say and do?

45 min.

Ask for several volunteers to'role-play this situation.
Have them sit in the'center of a .fishbowl with the rest
the group observing in the outer circle. Stop the action
after 5-10 minutes..'

101

Get feedback from the student
down drugs:

o role-played turning

How did you feel when the other students
teased you?

What did it feel like to stand up against
the others?,

Ask students in the outer circle:

How many of you would be able to say "no"
in this situation?

What would help you stay with and feel
good about saying "no"?

2. Ask the group to think of someone they have known who
has a problem with drugs (including alcohol), or who
might have a problem or be developing one. Tell students
they will share what they know about this person to develop
a profile of a drug abuser. Do this by having each student
in turn contribute a characteristic of the person they have
in mind. Each member adds to the profile until all have
shared characteristics. Make sure the group considers positive
characteristics=-examples, skilled in sports, plays the guitar- -
so that the whole person is considered.



Choose a student to take the role of the profile
person. flaw the group pretend that this person has come
to a peer counselor for help. Ask,the group to consider
ways that the peer counselor could help such a client.

Then ask for a volunteer to role-play a peer counselor
working with the profile client. Both volunteers should
sit in the middle of the circle. Tell the group that when
the peer counselor feels "stuck", he/she may leave the
role-play and be replaced by another volunteer from the
outer circle.

After 15-20 minutes, stop the role-play and discuss
what happened.

41"r` Suggested teacher questions:

What was difficult about being a peer
counselor An this situation?

How did the client feel about what; the
peer counselors did?

What are some effective approaches peer
counselors could use in helping some-
one in a' similar situation?

I15 min. ,3. Emphasize that drug problems can be complicated and
often the most helpful contribution students can make is to
serve as a bridge between the person with a drug problem
and professional help. Make students aware of appropriate
referral sources in the community: the Drug Abuse Council,
Al Anon, Al Ateen, Heartbeat House, etc. Give them phone
numbers and contact people, and, if at all possible, invite
guest speakers from these agencies to explain their services
to peer counselors.

Remind your group that when they make a referral the
counselor must allow the person with the problem to make
the actual contact with the agency. They can and should,
of course, offer support and assistance during the process.

Closure

Close this session by reiterating that peer counselors
are NOT expected to deal with drug problems. Help students
consider that people with drug problems are often resistant
to help andothat they cannot force help on others. Also,
drug abusers often show slow progress and peer counselors
should be aware of probable'discouragement.

Review some of the reasons teenagers use-.0Trugs, and
alternative means of fulfilling the same needs.
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UNIT FIFTEEN: DEATH AND LOSS

SKILLS: Examining peazonat 6eeangs and attitude's
about death and to44

Exptoting cuttutat di66etence6 in ruituaL6
zu/ftounding death

Leatning to hetp peea4 who aae dealing
with death and tau,

Learning to hap in potentiat zuicide 4.i.tuation4

NOTE TO LEADER: Tha may be an emotionat unit
6ok 4tudenta, apeciatty £ they
have expetience&to44 in .the it
Live's ucentey. Examine yawn .

own 6eetings abJcht death and
about,othet peopLe 4howing .stLong
emotions. 16 thLs topic ,(16 di6-
6icutt fan yoU, you, may want to
teave out ate on pant o6 the
unit in youa cutticutum, at ask
anothe,t achitt to ptuent.thue
topiu. 16 Hays ice avaitabte
in yam area, theit .sta66 and
votunteeu wowed be excettent
/Lezoutce peopee and di-scum-ion
teadeu.

I. Examining Personal Feel ngs and Attitudes about Death and Loss

1., Ask the group to share their experiences. with death
and loss. Begin by sharing some of your personal eXperipries
and feelings to model for students.

25 min,
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Possible discussion uestions:

tBow.many of yo have expJfienced the death
of someone close to you?

What were some. of your feelings about this .;

experience-? \

What helped you during that time?
What did 'your friends or relatives, do' to show
.their -support?

,If, you 'haven't had the experience of being
, clote to'someone's death, have you had a.

'very cldse frienkMove away or a close
relationship end? .

What were your feelings then and how-did you.
get through the experience?

. .

r



40 min.[

30 min.1

2. Have students draw a lifeline to represent their
lives from birth until the year they'imagine they'might
die. The line should show major life events and accomplish-
ments they expect to happen. Sketch a model of your own
lifeline to serve as an example.

Underneath the lifeline, have students write a'
paragraph describing the circumstances of their death, the,
kind of funeral they would like to have, and the names of
mourners who will attend their funeral. Allow at least
20 minutes for students to complete this activity.

When all students have finished, ask for volunteers
to share their lifelines. Then spend 5-10 minutes discussing
their reactions.

Suggested teacher questions:

What was it like for you to think about your
own death? your funeral? the people
left behind?

What was the hardest part of this activity
for you?

What did you learn about your feelings about
death?

II. Exploring Cultural and Religious Differences in Death Rituals

Lead a discussion with students about their knowledge
of rituals surrounding, death. Encourage them to share
practices unique to their own cultural experiences and
religious beliefs.

Suggested teacher questions:

Does your family talk_about death? How does
the subject come up?

What does your family believe about death?
about funerals?

What are the funerals like that you've
attended ?. Wilat purpOses do funerals serve?

,How are your experiences different from those.
of other cultures in this community?
(Consider Chicano, Mexican-American, Anglo,
Filipino, Portuguese, Japanese,..etc.).

What are your : ligious beliefs about death
and dying?

NOTE TO LEADER: You may want to invite a panel
o6 guest Apeakera to exptone thi6
topic 4_6 a vatiety o6 cat-tuna. and
netigiou4 gnoup4 not nepnmented
among you& 4tudent4..

11 0
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III. Learning to Help Peers Who are Dealing with Death and Loss

30 min. 1. Ask students to remember a time when they had the
experience of talking with someone who had a terminal
illness. How comfortable were they?

-Introduce-Elizaheth Kibler -Ross' idea that it is
often more difficult for those close to the dying person
to deal with death than it is for the person'who is
dying.

Suggested-teacher questions:

What have your experiences been like when
r.alking with someone who is dying?

What do you imagine' was e reason for
your discomfort in talking about the
subject of their death?

Ask students to consider how comfortable they would be
as peer counselors in helping another-student who must deal
with death_or loss (ex.--separation of parents, loss of a
very close friendship),

Suggested teacher questions:

Have you ever talked with a friend who was
faced with the death or loss of someone close?
What was this experience like for you?

Do you think it is better to avoid' the subject
of death (or loss) if you are uncomfortable
talking about it? Why? How might the other
person feel?

What can you do to feel more comfortable talking
about death?

How can you help another student who is faced
with death in his/her life? What can you say
and do?

NOTE TO LEADER: Make &me you_convey to students
that it Ls impwitant to toy. to &each
out in zome way to zomeone who mat
Beat with £044 4athet than avoiding
the ,iimue. Heep the opup.think o6
4trtategieh that wiet make them mane
com6ontabte in tatking about death
(Pt £044 with otheu.

2. Stage a demonstration role-play with a volunteer peer
counselor and student who has had a death in the family.
Review the helping strategies developed in the previous
discussion before beginning the role-play.



15 min. I

NOTE TO. LEADER: You may want to bting in a
student 6tom outade the group
who hat had this expetience
and who would be witting to
zhate it with your students.
16 this done, you may woalt
to model the note oS peek
coumetot you'aetS Sot 9/Loup"
membeu, depending on theit
4kilt4 and tevee oS comSont
in deating with this 4-ituation.
Be sute gtound tutu oS coniiden-
tiatity ate Sitmty e4tabt;i4hed.

Stop the demonstration after 5-10 minutes and ask for
feedback from the rest of the group.

Suggested teacher questions:

What seemed helpful to the student in this
situation?

'What else might the peer counselor have
chine?

How would yoU feel as the peer counselor
in this situation?

Divide the students into groups of four. Have them
take turns role - playing what they would, say and do on seeing
someone for the first time after learning that a family
member has died or is dying. Repeat this process,for a
situation where a student-.Wfacing,divorce.or separation
with' his/her parents..

After both role-playp are completed, have students
report back to the entire group as to what approaches they
found to be helpful. Ask what they will want to do as peer
counselors when helping one of their peers deal with loss.

IV. Learning to Help in Potential Suicide Situations

NOTE TO LEADER: Peet coun4eting staining us NOT
de4igned to teach students how to
be zuicide coun4etou. The putpo4e
oS thi4 section us to provide ways
oS approaching a Wend on acquaint-
ance who ha/5 tat* about suicide.

1. Open with a brief discussion to help students explore
the subject of suicide.

1 r)
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25 min.

Suggested teacher questions:

Have you ever known anyone who committed
suicide or who talked about it?

What could cause a depression deep enough
so that a person would think about
ending his/her life (rejection, illness,
loneliness, break-up or"loss of a close
relationship, etc.)?

Are there clues that a person may be thinking
about suicide? What are they?

2. Give a short lecture on how students can handle a
potential suicide situation (or better yet, have a crisis
counselor from a local agency do this).,

MAKE SURE STUDENTS KNOW:

1) That any person who talks about suicide
is asking for help and should be taken
seriously.

2) That they should allow the person to
express freely his/her' feelings about
the depression, loneliness, or failure
that has led them to consider suicide.
DO NOT try to talk the'person out of
their feelings or to share your own
experiences or give advice.-

3) That the person needs to know you care
about them. Express this directly and
don't be afraid to say, "I care about
you,and I don't want you to kill your-
self.

4) That they can be most helpful by suggest-
Ang a professional counselor or a crisis
hotline number. (Give these numbers to
students.,) They may also want to arrange
'another time to follow-up on what is
happening with the person. in order to
lend,further support.

107
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UNIT SIXTEEN: SEXUALITY

Leanning to exp4oAe 6eetings aboUt the body and
about sexUae development

Ctaliying ideas about 6eminine and maseutine
sex i;vt.es

.Exptoking betie6.6 about sex

Leakning about contkaception avid VD

Examining ketatioroship issues

NOTE TO LEADER: This is an extkemety impoktant and
sensitive topie Sor peen coumetoArs.
8e6oki beginning this unit, it witt
be nece/s4aky to examine your own
cOm6okt and'di4comioAt with topics
related to 4exuatity.

MAKE SURE that you have. parent pen-.
mission stips 6tom ALL students
att owing them to,panticipate in
discussions an sexuatity (a sampee

..included .in the appendix)-

Remembek to 6ocuA sessans -4.0 that
students are ateowed to explore that

beZie64, and vatues about
sexugity in a caking, sa6e atmosphere.
Be prepared to present tiactuat
mation-Without impo4ing your own
peAsonat betie64 on vaeueS.- It may

a be a good idea to biting, in.tkained
coun4et0A4 OLot nanned Pakenthood
to pusent some on att, 06 the topics
in this section.

.

Lea0e ctasuke at the end 06
each session 40 that students do not
Leave with mizconception4 on misdnden-
standings about the topics posented.
Check out with them what, anything,
.they Witt want to' .share with the 'r.

.6amieie4 and 'Wends so that they
make accurate reports 06 tAaining
activities%

I. Learning to Explore Feelings about the Body and Sexual Development

45 min.] -- Ask students how they feel about discussing sexuality and,
Specifically, the changes their ,bodies have gone through in the

1 LA
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last few years. Ask their ideas about why these are uncom-
fortable subjects to discuss.

Lead students in making a sexual development chart,
letting them supply as much information as possible. Draw
the chart on butcher paper or the blackboard. The following
is a suggested outline:

5-11 yrs 12-16 17-25 '26-39 40-55 56 yrs on

Males

Females

Ask the group to fill in the chart with body changes
that occur for males and females in the specified age
categories.

Explore any feelings students have about these changes.
Then ask them to write down what they like and don't like
about their own bodies and any changes that worry them.

Pair them with a partner of the SAME sex. Have them
spend 10 minutes sharing 'the feelings they have written down,
taking turns as listeners. Remind listeners to use active
listening, give support for feelings, and offer helpful
suggestions on ways to handle these feelings.

Reassemble the group and ask for feedback.

Suggested teacher questions:

How were the listeners helpful?
Were listeners sensitive. to your difficulties.
in sharing about this subject,?

What rare some things you can do to help
.someone talk about worries and confusions
about their bodies?

How do you feel now after sharing these
feelings?

QUESTION BOX:

Have students write down one or more questions
(use index cards and insist on NO NAMES) that this
exercise'may'haVe.triggLred for them on sexual'
development. Place these questions in a cardboard
box labeled "Question Box". - Others willbe added
during this unit and answered both by leaders and
other students.



II. Clarifying Ideas about Feminine and Masculine Sex Roles

I35 min. 1. Divide the group into male and female sub-groups.
Give each group two pieces of butcher paper and felt
markers. The male group is asked to brainstorm answers
to the statement:

[ 30 min.

Because I'm a male, I should . .

Have them record possible endings for this sentence on
one piece of paper, and on the other sheet, have them
record completions for the statement:

If I were a female, I could .

The female group is askeci to complete the two
statements:

Because I'm a female, I should . .

If I were a male, I could . . .

Call time after 15 minutes and ask the groups zo
display their sheets and share answers.

Possible discussion questions:

What differences do you notice between
the male group and female group lists?

(To males) Do you feel that.the females
in this group understand what it means
to be a male?

(To females) Do you feel that the males
in this group understand what it means
to be a female?

Would most men and women agree with your
'lists? Why or why not?

When do differences between males and. females
start?

Where do we get our ideas about sex roles?,
'Can they be changed? How?

How would yov want to change your sex role?

NOTE TO LEADER: You may wish to zhake antid.e6 about
'sex &ate myth4 on intkoduce a zpeaken
pLom a lieminizt mganization and /on
a mensz tibekatio4 group to comptete
thi4 4ection.

2. In this activity students will be ranking masculine and
feminine values. Distribute copies of the worksheet,,"Mascu-
line and Feminine Values," on page 111, and have students
mark the blanks as directed.,

1 I;
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MASCULINE AND FEMININE VALUES

DIRECTIONS TO STUDENTS: Mark each value as M (important
to males), F (important to females),
or. B (important to both) in the
first vertical row of blanks. For
values you have marked as important
to your own sex, number them in
order of importance (1 = most
important)- in the second row of
blanks.

1. Developing physical strength

2. Crying and expressing tender emotions

3. Excelling in math and science

4.
Taking risks; being assertive

5. Demonstrating affection and love

6. Earning a good income

7. Getting a college education

8. Having a challenging, satisfying job

9. Creating a comfortable, loving homewith a mate

10. Developing talents in art, music, drama

Ns

N
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I15 min.

When all the students have finished the worksheet,
allow 5-10 minutes for sharing answers.

Possible discussion questions:

Were you surprised by any of the answers?
Would your answers be true for people of

different ethnic: groups? Give examples.
How have values for masculine and feminine
roles changed in the last 20 years?

How do you think values may change in the
next 20 years?/ k.

Have your values changed during this
exercise? How?

QUESTION BOX:

Allow 5-10 minutes for students to write questions
on any .1i-ea of sexuality for the questionbox. Remove
those from the previous session and ask for volunteers
to draw cards and answer them for the group. Give
support for student answers and supply supplementary
information.

III. Exploring Beliefs about Sex

1. Distribute the worksheet on "Beliefs about Sex," see
next page. Allow 5-10 minutes for students to complete the
worksheet.

50 Min.

Assemble the entire group after they have completed
the worksheet, and spend 20 minutes or so discussing thefr
answers. Ask students to volunteer their answers for items,
giving beliefs and information to explain their choices.
Make sure each item is covered thoroughly, with equal time
devoted to the pros and cons of each issue: Supply:informa-
tionwhen there seems to be gaps. If you. are uncertain
about an issue, consult with an expert so that students
receive completely accurate information about each topic.

13
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BELIEFS ABOUT SEXUALITY

DIRECTIONS TO STUDENTS: Mark each of the statements below True,.
False, or Don't Know. There are NO right
or wrong answers here. Your answers will
help you clarify your own personal beliefs
about sexuality.

True False D.K.

1. Women need men to take care Of them.

2. Men need and enjoy sex more than women.

3. You can identify homosexuals by the way they
act and dress.

113

4. Women worry, more about their looks than men.

5. Masturbation is normal for boys but not for girls.

6. It is illegal to have sex before you're married.

7. You lose your desire and ability to have sex
when you get old.

8. Homosexuals are "sick" and should receive treat-
ment so they can have normal relationships.

9. Sexual fantasies (daydreams) are a natural part
of being a Sexual person.

10. All women should enjoy keeping house and caring
for children.

11. Masturbation is a healthy form of sexual expression.

12. It is possible for a person to have sex and not
enjoy it.

13. A womar can decide by herself whether or not to
have an abortion.

14. A woman must have an orgasm (:limax) to enjoy sex:

15. Contraception (preventing pregpancy) is the
responsibility of the female.

16. A woman can get pregnant the first time she has
sexual intercourse.

17. Parents don't have sex; they're too old.

18. Birth control methods that work need a doctor's
prescription.



15 min.

30 min.
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2. QUESTION BOX:

Request that EVERY student write at least
one question about sex for the question box.
Collect cards, shuffle, and redistribute thei
so that no studenthas his/her own question.
Include questions from the prebious session.
Take turns having students read and attempt to
answer the questions they have drawn. Tell the
group that they have the right to pass and that
they will receive help in answering questions
from other students and froi the leader as needed.
Again, be sure that accurate information is
available for each question.

IV. Learning about Contraception and VD

NOTE TO LEAVER: Lt L6 STRONGLY Aecommended that this
zection be covened by a tAained coun4etot
tiAom Peanned Parenthood. The counzetoA
might give a Zectune on vaitiou4 methods

contuception, dioZay and evaLuate
device4, dA4cm44 venerteaL diseases, exgain
4eAvices pAovided by Panned Parenthood,,
and toZe-gay tYpicat coumaing procedures
fox .students who visit the ctimic.

The guut 4peaken might also Aae-piay
with. a .student VoCunteen ways o6 neliming
other .students to Harmed Patenthood.

Invite group membe/i4 to pupate que4tion4
On the Quest on Box which can be'answeked
by the guest 4peaken.

V. Examining Relationship Issues

1. Have-students brainstorm issues that come up about
dating. If the group is slow getting started, try to
initiate discussiOn with the following 'questions.

Suggested teacher questions:

What qualities do you look for in a boyfend/
girlfriend?

How do you refuse a date without hurting tile
other person?

Is it possible to have a good social experience
in high school without dating?

How do you handle sexual advances that you're
uncomfortable with? How do you decide how far
to go sexually?

Are there, double sexual standards for males and
females? What are they?.

How do you feel about girls who don't seem interested
in boys or boys who don't seem interested in girls?

How important are friendships.with those of the same sex?

120
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150 min. 2. Divide students into groups of 3-4. Assign each group
an equal number of relationship issues from the list developed
in section one. Ask them to develop at least one role-play
situation where a,student has'a problem with one or more of
the issues mentioned.

Closure

Sample Role-play:

A friend comes to you upset because
her boyfriend wants her to have sex
with him. He says if she doesn't,
he will know she doesn't love him
and break up with her. She wants
to wait until she is sure of her feel-
ings for him. She is asking you for
help. What do you do?

Ask each group to choose 2 students from another group
to act out their role-play skit. Have the creator of the
role-play explain the situation and assign parts (tell
students it's best to have just two parts--student client
and peer counselor). Let the action roll for 5-10 minutes.
Then ask for feedback from the rest of the students. '

Suggested teacher questions:

What kind of help did the student with the
problem receive?

What would you recommend as a helper in that
situation?

What have your experiences been with this kind,
of problem? What has worked for you?

Repeat this process until every group has acted out a
role-piny. Ask for feedback at.the end of each skit.

Explore how students feel about the way your, unit
on sexuality was presented. Ask for -their suggestions about
topics that might be added or for different ways to introduce
activities and issues.

At the end of each session, ask students to describe
what they learned and how they felt about the day's activities.
This de-briefing may help to correct misconceptions or eliminate
possible discomfort about sexuality topics.
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.PARENT CONSENT LETTER

Dear Parent,
o

Your.son/daughter has chosen.to take an elective class at
. High School titled "Peer COunseling". This.course

is designed to help students learn how to help other students.
effectively. Peer counseling is a part of the regular Watsonville
High School curriculum and is taught by several teachers and
counselors on the staff.

Skills taught in the class include learning how to be a good
listener, bow to communicate with others' effectively, and how
to, help'Others.make decisions without giving advice. Students
also learn to examine their own feelings and,values,,,in the areas
of- family, drug issues, death and loss, and sexuality.

..The purpose of the unit on sexuality is to allow students to
ex pre some of the feelings 'and concerns they have as adolescents.
It is NOT designed to be a sex eduCation or family life unit.

As part.of the peer counseling course, students have an oppor
tunity to choose assignments where ther..will help another student
with aschool related problem. Typical assignments include tutoring,
helping students who are new'to the school, and assisting guidance
counselors and teachers by giving help to students, who are having
difficulties.. In allcases, students be closely supervised
by an adult teacher, counselor, or psychologist.

In order to measure what students learn as a result of this
course, we would like your pertission to give your student several
selfesteem and attitude questionnaires; All information will be
be kept private, and will not be shared with anyone without your permission;

If you agree that your son or daughter can participate in the
peer counseling class as explained above, please Sign below and, have,
your student return the form to school, NO student will be enrolled
in this class without parent permission.

Please contact me if you have any questions. You are welcome to
visit class sessions and to examine any of the course materials. Thank
you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

..(Signed by schog- psyobologist
4000r.or Peer Counseriftg. instructor)

./
High School

ne Number

....." .1
. .

'I give my consent for my so daughterto be kn-the Peer Counseling
'class at High It...e.ol 0 explained abovec'

Date: ignatule

1.4'1.)
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PEER COUNSELOR ASSIGNMENTS

NOTE TO LEADER: These assignments ate samptes o6 these
that we have used with Unit6 1-9. We have
bound that 6ome type o6 outside assignment

necessary .to hep students oactice land
.integrate 41242ts teathed doming group
sessions. Anotha impoAtant 44e cl6 assign-

. ments is .to batance the tangety tasks
done in ete144 with mitten wank.

dtheAE-suggestions, depending on ..the intaests
and shitt tevet4 pun pantieutan.gnoup, might
inceude neading assignments tinom 144ginia Satik,
Cate. Rage/a, Ellie Bane and othet poputan
Aounee booh4, and/on having students keep a
:Joanna a6 than pea coun4eting expaZences.

Rams one atoo exceetent discussion stanteraMan be coed to spank assignments. A tilt
oti Wins is avaieabte nom pun county Cut/Li-
ca= MaterUats Centex and inetuda topics
such a4 pea netationship4, tiamity, drugs , and
peuonat. naponzibitay.

Introduce yourself to someone you do not know AT ALL. Write a para-
graph describing how you felt about the experience and how you think
the other person felt.

2. Meet with someone from this class or with a friend or family member
to practice active listening. Write a summary of your conversation,
recording both parts in script form, or make a cassette tape of your
practice session.

ExaMple: Joe: '"I could halie killed my brother
when he torA up my English paper!"

*Me: . "You were really angry

3. Play detective. OBSERVE someone for 5 minutes who is talking with
someone else. Notice posture, body movements, eye contact, tone of
voice, and other non- verbal behaviors. Write'a summary of what you
saw and heard. BE SPECIFIC!

4.. Send effective messages to 2 people you know. .Include all the parts
defined in-class. ,Write'down WHAT you said each time, HOW the other
person reacted, And what you might have ADDED to. be more effective.

5. Send 5'"I" statements to family or friends. Write them down and
describe the situations where each statement was given.

6. Choose 3 people who'havegived you special, personal help (other
than family or.friends). -These might-include teachers, counselors,
ministers,-or other adults. Describe how each one helped you, what
they did that was helpful, and.what was not helpful.
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7. Interview someone you, do not know well. Include 2 closed questions,'

2 open questions, and 3 "how" questions. Summarize what you learned
about the person. Were the, questions you asked effective? Why or
why not?

8. Practice brainstorming withsomeone in your family or with a friend.
Write down what the situation was and the list you came up with as
you brainstormed.

Example: grocery list for a big party,
chore list,
places to go on the weekend, etc.

9. .Help someone who'shares, a school problem with you to clarify what
the' problem is and what he/she wants to change. Write down this
information in a paragraph.

Guide someone through the entire decision-making process. Record
what happened at each of the 8\Steps. Describe the outcome (what
choice or decision did the person\make?), and how the other person
seemed to feel about the help you 'gave. How do YOU feel about what
happened?



PEER COUNSELOR PERFORMANCE RATING SHEET

DIRECTIONS FOR LEADER: 741,4ating ,zheet 4:4 puzeitted ass
one Method Oft evacuating peen counzet-
ing zkatz. ,Vaz panUetteart zheet might
be cused-at any time_a6tek 1.14t 8. Othenz
may be conztauctedOn diti6ekent 4kitt
ebmbination4.

I. Non-Verbal Encourage-
ment
'(Eye contact, head
nodding, posture,
etc.)

II. Adtive Listening
(reflecting content
& feelings accurately)

Questioning
(using closed, open,
informational, &
feeling questions
appropriately)

IV. Values Clarification
(bringing out under-
lying values beneath
choices)

V. Brainstorming
Alternatives
(providing several
choices to client- -
bringing out other
possibilities)

VI. Decision-Making
(using various parts
of the'n)del such as
action planning,
follow-up,,evaluating
alternatives, etc.)

20 pts

ExCellent

Name

Date
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:15 pts

Good
10 pts

Fair
5 pts 0 pts
Poor Not Observed
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COMMUNITY RESOURCES FOR PEER COUNSELING CLASSES

It is important for peer counselors and peer counseling teachers
to be aware of a variety of community resources and the specific services
which they provide. Not only can peer counselors learn to refer people
to these agencies appropridtely, but counselors and other representatives-
from nearby agencies are often willing to speak to peer counseling classes
and thus provide valuable enrichment to the peer counseling curriculum.

In most communities there is some type of community resources directory.
which lists agencies which might be useful. In other. locations, members of
a MajOr:Counseling agency can be helpful in identifying those agencies
which can be helpful to your Tgram.

The following is a listdot agencies and people from the Watsonville
area which we have identified as resources for the HOLD peer counseling
program.

Agency and Contact Pe son

1. Al Anon -.688-2058 or 2059
Mary Ellen

. Dawson Learning Center - 722-5911
Sandra Pounds

3. Parents' Center - 728-2233
Baadri Dass

4. Volunteer SerVices 728-1438
Polly Raven

5. Youth Employment Services -- 724-7531
Maxine Engleman

6. La Coalicion- 724-3801
Frances Tavera

7. Heartbeat House - 728-2295
Jean Hanley

8. Hospice of Santa Cruz Co. - &88 -1286
Marilyn-Young

9. Rivendell - 688-1286
Tony Hill

10.. Youth Services - 728-2226
David Sawi
Theresa Biggatn
Peter, Gaarn ,

11.. Switchboard
Charlene Lages

Speaket Topic's

Alcoholism

Drug Values .& Clarification

Parent-adolescent conflicts
Centering & relaxation

Volunteer opportunities
in Watsonville

Job opportunities for
low-income youth

Multi-cultural counseling
issues

Crisis Counseling

Death and dying issues

Personal_ power and
self-esteem'

youth rights,
runaways.

Counseling and other volunteer
opportunities in Santa Cruz Co.



12. Probation Department - 688-2053
Mike Cowan

13. Family Services - 724-7123
Nancy Norris
Signe Frost

14. Center for Human Communication
Ed Frpst '72277737

15. The Owl, Salinas
George Sales

16. Children's Protective Services
Liz De Ctistoforo - 688-2033

17. Pajero Valley Mental Health Clinic
Max Camarillo 722-3577

18. Planned Parenthood - 722-7526
Nancy Abbey:-Harris

19. Teen Age Mothers (TAM) - 728-3311
Sue Hill

20. Suicide Prevention - 426-2342
Jerry Freeman

21. ,District Psychologist - 728-3311 '

Bonnie Wendt

alb

1

Legal issues with,youth

Transactional,analysis,
adolescent,,family counseling

Transactional analysis,
counseling issues

Drug alternatives, hypnosis,
centering activities

Incest, Child abuse

Stress, Mental health
issues

Sexuality, birth control

Early pregnancy,and
child care

Suicide prevention
strategies

Self-esteem,cdecision-
making

121
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THE EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING MODULE

NOTE TO LEADER: The expekientae teakning modee inceuded
in tha anuat as a guide 6ok devetoping
addatonae peek counzaing eM60116 and unas.
The 6ive steps betow pnovide 4ugge4tion4 bon
ptanning teakning activitte4 with appkopkate
dacu44ion que4tion4.

This oda )s based on Cake Rogeko a44umption
that peopte can and showed be napowsibte
theik own.Zeanning, and that the most e66ecti.ve
teakning takes peace under 4e4-dikected con-
dition4. lnctuding the 6ive zteo beeow in
every tkaining activity witt imzuke maximum
teakning and appeication o6 basic concepts.

I. EXPERIENCE: Group members should first be presented h common,
structured learning experience. Directions need to be clear
and specific time allotted for completing the activity.

II. PUBLISH: After the structured learning experience has ended,
students should be guided in publishing their feelings and
reactions to the activity.

EX: How did you feel when . . .?

III. PROCESS: The third step in the model involves helping group mem-
bers to compare .their personal experiences with those ,of the
rest of the group. How were they alike? different? What
did they notice about how other students reacted?

IV. GENERALIZE: Leaders should then help students generalize from
their own experiences and those of the rest of the group to
what is true in the outside world.

EX: "How was what you and the rest of the
'group experienced today like what always
happens when . . .?' How was it different?"'
"What can we say is usually true about
this kind of experience ? ")

V. APPLY: This last step involves inviting group members to apply
their generalizations or truths from step 4 to future experi
ences.

EX: "What will be different the'next time
you . . .?"

"What. will you remember about . . ,?"

^ I1
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GLOSSARY

NOTE TO LEADER: Peen counzceing ,.leaden who have not had
backgtound experience in .the 6ieed6 o6.
counzaing, and poychotogy may encounten
unliamitian tenmz in th4:z manuat. Some

thee terms have been .included below
with that contextual meaningz az uzed
in the Peen Counzeeing 'ruining Manua.
Fon thoze wondz not inceuded here, the
gtozzaniez oti majot coumeeing on oychot-
ogy textbookz might ptove heepliae tezouncez.

1. Behavior -

2. Brainstorm -

3. Centering -

4. Closure -

This term refers to discreet, observable actions
which may be either verbal or non-verbal.

A group technique used to elicit he greatest possible
number of ideas within a limited time frame. Partici-
pants are instructed to contribute suggestions' no
matter how farfetched or unworkable. Clarification,
or "weeding out" inappropriate contributions, takes
plade AFTER brainstorming has concluded,

An activity which enables the individual to
experience calming and inner awareness; the purpose
is to help participants focus attention on their
inner experiences rather than the outward, external
environment.

A closing activity which reinforces previous learning
experiences and integrates them through past and
future peer counseling applications.

5. Confidentiality - A basic condition of the counseling relationship; the
counselor assures the client that personal disclosures
will not be shared with anyone without the client's
explicit permission.

. Dyads - .Groups of 2 participants.

7. Facilitate -

8. Fishbowl -

The act of guiding and helping a group toward an
agreed-Upon goal; the peer counseling leader facilitates
student activities in order to achieve specific learn-
ing goals stated for each unit.

A double-circle technique which structures group
sharing; one group is instructed to discuss their
experiences in the center circle while the second
group forms a larger surrounding circle to observe
without talking. Later, the outer cilcle members
move to the center and those formerly in the center
move to the outer circle, and the discussion is
completed by the new center group.
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9. Owning Responsibility - Accepting the consequences, both positive
and negative, of particular choices and actions.

10. Model - A guide which outlinep a series of'Steps which may
be followed to achieve similar results to those
produced by the original activity.

11. Process - The act of exploring reactions and experiences
triggered by a discussion or learning.

12. Put-downs -

13. Relaxation, -

14. Role-play -

15. Triads -

A verbal comment which attempts to discredit or
embarrass another.

The state of feeling calm in mind and body achieved
by suggestions to relax specific parts of the body
and to slow and deepen breathing.

A learning technique where participants assume
identities of others in a given situation and,react
accordingly.

Groups of 3 participants.

r
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